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Abstract

Global energy consumption is expected to increase significantly together

with the greenhouse gas emissions and the problem of fossil fuels exhaustion.

Solar energy, as an alternative and renewable form of energy, has gained pop-

ularity as possible solution for all these problems. Lots of materials have been

studied to implement the energy conversion efficiency of the so-called third

generation solar cells. These devices could be a cheaper alternatives to the

silicon-based ones. Unfortunately, they are often characterized by short life-

time or health hazardous materials. Bismuth sulfide (Bi2S3) is a promising

n-type semiconductor for solar energy conversion. In this work, the properties

of the compound will be discussed, as well as its potential for applications

in solar energy technology. We have explored the colloidal synthesis of Bi2S3

nanocrystals, with the aim of employing them in the fabrication of solution-

processable solar cells and to replace toxic heavy metals chalcogenides like PbS

or CdS, that are currently employed in such devices.

We compare different methods to obtain Bi2S3 colloidal quantum dots, in-

cluding the use of environmentally benign reactants, through organometallic

synthesis. Surfactant-assisted colloidal synthesis (SACS) methods were used

to synthesize Bi2S3 nanoparticles with different size and shape. These meth-

ods have been employed changing systematically several parameters such as

temperature and time of synthesis, concentration of chemical reagents and

sulfur precursors. Morphological characteristics and optical properties of all
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the synthesized nanoparticles have been characterized by X-ray diffraction

(XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy (FT-IR), UV-Vis and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy.

After the characterization of electrical properties of bismuth sulfide sam-

ples together with the preliminary attempts to find the most advantageous

methods for the production of homogeneous film on conductive supports, a

sample was chosen like standard and it was employed in building of various

prototype of third generation solution processed solar cells. Dip and spin coat-

ing techniques were employed to produce homogeneous film of nanoparticles

on conductive support, also in combination with organic polymer such P3HT,

Pedot:PSS and Spiro-OMeTAD. The resulting solar cells were tested for power

conversion efficiency (PCE).

Synthesis and characterizations have been carried out in Dipartimento di

Scienze Chimiche e Geologiche, Università degli Studi di Cagliari, under the

supervision of Prof. Anna Musinu and Prof. Carla Cannas. Optoelectronic

characterizations and solar cells manufacturing have been carried out in Di-

partimento di Fisica, Università degli Studi di Cagliari, under the supervision

of Prof. Michele Saba, Prof. Andrea Mura and Prof. Giovanni Bongiovanni.

Roberto Piras gratefully acknowledges Sardinia Regional Government for

the financial support of his PhD scholarship (P.O.R. Sardegna F.S.E. Oper-

ational Programme of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia, European Social

Fund 2007-2013 - Axis IV Human Resources, Objective l.3, Line of Activity

l.3.1.)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

World energy demand is growing constantly because of the continuous tech-

nological progress. However, the current energy sources might not be enough

for the next future. As visible in Fig. 1.1, in 40 years the energy consumption

has more than doubled [1]. Latest predictions speculate that this demand will

increase by 37% by 2040 with an annual growth of 2%, reduced to 1% from

2025 [2].

The main energy sources used currently are fossil fuels (FFs) which meet

around 82% of the world energy demand (Fig. 1.2) [1]; this category includes

coal, oil and natural gas. While the coal consumption has been almost con-

stant, oil and natural gas demand has increased together with the electricity

need. These raw materials are used to produce plastic materials but mainly

they are converted into other energy forms. They are burned to produce heat

for our houses, to cook and other necessity or burned to convert heat into

mechanical work, often used to produce electricity. The FFs are diffused on

Earth but finite and not renewable. According with the peak oil Hubbert the-

ory [3], which concerns the temporal evolution of resources exploitation, oil and

natural gas lifetime has been estimated to be around 50-60 years. This means

that, at the current rate, the FFs sources could run out by 2070 [4].

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Each combustion process, independently from the application, produces

water and carbon dioxide (CO2); this last one has a primary role in the green-

house effect linked to the global warming and so to the climatic changes. Green-

house gases accumulate in the upper atmosphere and prevent heat release to

the space, increasing the average temperature at the ground. This phenomenon

is very important because it contributes to the maintenance of the life on Earth.

Unfortunately an excess of greenhouse gases causes a progressive increasing of

the temperature. This fact influences several factors of the terrestrial ecosys-

tem, causing climatic changes always more evident from satellite pictures and

detections done by NASA’s orbital satellites. Sea level and global temperature

rising, oceans warming and acidification, ice sheets shrinking, Arctic sea ice

declining and extreme weather events are all attributed to the global warm-

ing [5]. In particular, it has been demonstrated that CO2 atmospheric level

grows up and decrease with cycles of hundreds thousands years, maintaining

its average level stable. However, after the industrial revolution the CO2 level

started to grow up over the maximum levels ever reached in the past and it

never stopped, breaking the natural cycle [6,7].
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Fig. 1.1: World consumption from 1971 to 2012 by fuel expressed as million tons of oil

equivalent (Mtoe). Picture adapted from International Energy Agency 2014 report [1].

Fig. 1.2: World energy supply in 2012. Picture adapted from International Energy Agency

2014 report [1].
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The research of a solution for the energy issue has increased in the latest

decades. To find sources which will not produce greenhouse gases, ways to

stock the CO2 in excess and use it to produce something else useful could be

all good alternatives. However, to trap and stock the CO2 from the atmosphere

or directly during the combustion could postpone the problem but not solve it,

except if the collected CO2 will be used to produce other organic compounds;

in this way, this issue would be turned into a resource. Recently a two steps

CO2 and H2O electrochemical conversion method has been tested to produce

ethanol, useable as bio-fuel [8].

1.1 Renewable energies

Looking for alternatives to FFs, lots of research groups have focused their

efforts to the so-called renewable energies (REs). For the human lifetime point

of view, in fact, natural sources are endless. The Sun, the wind, the flowing

water, the biomass and the Earth’s internal heat all belong into this category.

The real problem is to find a way to use them efficiently. At the moment, fo-

cusing on their use to produce electric power, REs need expensive investments.

The comparison between different energy sources is not easy and we must con-

sider that to obtain electricity might be needed several energy conversion steps.

Data reported in Table 1.1, show the U.S. levelized energy costs (LEC) versus

the energy source used. LEC represents the cost of a power plant, based on a

given energy source, over its life divided to the sum of electricity produced over

the same lifetime. This parameter does not consider state incentives or retail

prices. FFs appears most convenient than REs despite their environmental im-

pact. Other RE sources, like geothermal or hydro, seem advantageous but they

have also strong limits. Wind could be a reasonable option because it could

be present all day long, for all the years. However it is intermittent, stronger
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Source of energy Cost($/kWh)

Coal $ 0.10-0.14

Natural Gas $ 0.07-0.13

Nuclear $ 0.10

Solar PV $ 0.13

Solar Thermal $0.24

Hydro $ 0.08

Wind $ 0.08-0.20

Geothermal $ 0.05

Biomass $ 0.10

Table 1.1: US LEC for different energy sources [9].

or weaker as function of the weather and, to exploit totally its potential, the

wind turbines must be distant from each other and so occupy a wide area [10].

Similar observations can be done also for geothermal, hydro and biomass that

need large area to produce a power energy amount comparable with the FFs or

solar ones. The Sun is also an intermittent source, due to the day/night cycle,

but the power generated and the develop of the dedicated devices make this

the most promising alternative to FFs use. The initial investment is more ex-

pensive than FFs one but, with the progressive consumption of these resources

and the growing interest of global governments to reduce CO2 emissions, the

price is bound to decrease; for the same reason, FFs cost is bound to rise.

1.1.1 Solar energy

Solar light can be used to produce both thermal and electrical energy.

Devices which allow the conversion of light in these energy forms are called

“solar panels” and can be divided into two categories: solar thermal panel

and solar photovoltaic panel. Solar thermal panels use solar light to heat a

fluid and to drive the heat for purposes from domestic heating to electricity
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production. Some systems are designed in order to concentrate the light using

specific mirrors, to increase the efficiency of the device. Solar photovoltaic

panels, instead, produce electricity thanks to chemical-physics properties of

the semiconductors from which they are made. Each panel is composed by

a variable number of cells (solar cells) which are responsible of the photo-

conversion.

Currently, the photovoltaic devices are divided into three “generations”.

The first generation includes the first prototypes based on crystalline silicon

and used in monocrystalline or polycrystalline panels. The second generation

includes amorphous silicon-based panels and photovoltaic modules made using

thin film technologies. All cells based on different materials and approaches to

convert the energy belong to the third generation. This one includes cells built

with organic polymers, multi-junction cells (concentrator photovoltaic), quan-

tum dots-based and hybrid solar cell. These last two categories are correlated

because built using nanostructured semiconductor.

Basically, a photovoltaic device is formed by semiconductor materials, so

its operation mode is strongly correlated to their bandgap, regardless whether

they are organic or inorganic. These materials are enclosed between two elec-

trodes, often conductive glass. If the photon energy is sufficiently higher than

the semiconductor bandgap, an electron can be promoted from the valence

band to the conduction band. Consequently, a hole is created in the valence

band. Electron and hole move to opposite electrodes, allowing the current

flow. Silicon-based solar cells are usually formed by two silicon layers, one

n-type doped and the other one p-type doped. Third generation solar cells are

based on the same principles but replacing completely the silicon with organic

polymers and dyes or with other inorganic semiconductors. Organic dye-based

cell, as Grätzel solar cells, have approached average power conversion efficien-

cies of the silicon-based cells [11,12]. Dye and iodine electrolyte solution play
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the role of active materials and they allow a fair control on bandgap, simply

changing the dye used. These devices are cheap to manufacture, lightweight,

both stiff and flexible [12,13]. Unfortunately, for the organic nature of the dye

and the liquid state of the electrolyte, these cells have quite short lifetime,

making them not really competitive for commercial purposes. For this reason,

it is became important to find an alternative to these unstable components

which could allows similar or better control on bandgap energy levels.

1.2 Nanomaterial semiconductors

IUPAC defines nanomaterials as “particle of any shape with dimensions in

the 1x10−9 and 1x10−7 m range” [14]. So all the materials, especially for solid

crystalline state, with at least one of their dimension in this range belong to

this category and they could be classified as nano-plates (only one dimension

into the nano range), nano-wires (two nano-dimensions) and nano-particles

(three nano-dimensions). The 100 nm limit is due to the fact that, under this

dimension range, novel properties characterize these materials, particularly

concerning the optoelectronic field; this phenomenon is called quantum size

effect (QSE). Nanocrystal semiconductors, called also quantum dots, are the

example which best represents this phenomenon.

They are aggregate of a given number of atoms with a well defined crys-

talline lattice that shows different properties if compared with their same bulk

crystal. Imaging a particle into a 3D potential well, after the necessary cal-

culation, it is possible to find a correlation between the particle energy and

the reverse of the squared diameter (L) of the well. The same consideration

can be done for an electron into a nanoparticle as visible in Eq.(1.1), where

the value L is the radius of the spherical nanoparticle studied and me is the
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electron effective mass. Quantum size effect acts also on the continuous band

energy of the bulk material that becomes discrete in the quantum dot. The

smaller is the nanoparticle radius, the higher will be the difference in energy

between valence band and conduction band, changing progressively the optical

and electronic properties of the material.

(1.1) EQDots
g ≈ EBulk

g +
}2π2

2meL2

The possibility to tune the bandgap is very important in the photovoltaic

field; it means to have the control on the spectral range of the optical radiation

that can be absorbed by the material. The larger is this range, the better the

solar energy could be exploited without waste but with some limits. Materials

with small band-gap can absorb a broad portion of the spectrum but the solar

cell based on them will not work because of a too low open-circuit voltage.

Instead, high band-gap energy materials could generate an advantageous volt-

age value but unfortunately they do not absorb the low energy wavelengths of

the spectrum and so the number of charge carriers generated will be poor, re-

ducing consequently the density of current. This relationship between energy

gap and voltage has been shown in 1960 by Shockley and Queisser, who have

also defined the optimal band-gap value for a single junction photovoltaic cell

around 1,4 eV [15,16].

At the same time, the high percentage of atoms on the surface, compared

to the number of core atoms, makes these particles often very reactive particu-

larly when exposed to air. Very stable semiconductor materials that could be

directly synthesized into nano-range dimensions are the heavy metal chalco-

genides, that is to say the compounds formed by the reaction between a dense

metal with the 6A group elements of the periodic table, also known as chalco-

gens, except for oxygen whose compounds are called oxides. Compounds as
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Fig. 1.3: Shockley-Queisser limit for the efficiency of a solar cell.

(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shockley%E2%80%93Queisser_limit)

lead sulfide (PbS) or cadmium sulfide or selenide (CdS, CdSe) are often used

as example for their appreciable results in the photovoltaic field and for their

optical properties [17–19]. However they also present some health hazards be-

cause of the heavy metal on their formula. Lead and cadmium are in fact very

dangerous for the health of people if inhaled or swallowed. These heavy met-

als affect especially the nervous system, gastrointestinal tract and the blood

but can also give cancer in other organs; their effect increase when taken in

organic salt form [20,21]. For this reason, environmentally benign nanocrystals

are currently a very central topic in materials research for solar energy con-

version [22–26]. On the other hand, not all these materials are so toxic after all.

PbS, for example, has a so high stability that also whether the release of Pb2+

ion has been demonstrated, their amount is too low to make serious damages

to the organism. This means that pollution risk and danger for the human

health actually would derive from the industrial activities, the chemical pre-
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cursors used and accidents, therefore limited to workers and the environment

near to the factories. Despite this, the PbS is commonly considered toxic.

It is so necessary to find an alternative that could reconcile the technological

expectation of the scientist with the public opinion.

Fig. 1.4: CdSe colloidal solutions under visible (up) and UV (down) illumination. Particles

with different diameter show different color and photoluminescence.

1.2.1 Bismuth sulfide

Bismuth sulfide (Bi2S3) belongs to the class of non-toxic semiconductor ma-

terials that can be studied for this aim. Bismuth is a non toxic heavy metal and

its sulfide is also non toxic. In fact, a distinctive feature of this material is its

biocompatibility [27,28] that allows the use of Bi2S3 for environmentally friendly

devices or in biomedicine [29]. Another distinguishing property is the strong

anisotropic crystal structure, consisting of weakly interacting one-dimensional

ribbons, made by tightly bonded [Bi4S6] units in an herring-bone arrange-

ment [30–32] (Fig. 1.5). Bi2S3 is also an important material for optoelectronics

because of its large optical absorption coefficient (10−4 cm−1) [33] as well as its
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small direct band gap (reported in literature between 1,3 and 1,8 eV [34–42]),

features that make it ideal in photodetector devices [43] and as sensitizer or

electron acceptor in photovoltaics [16,44–46]. Contrary to PbS, Bi2S3 shows an

n-type character and it has been demonstrated that a large fraction of optically

excited electrons relax down to conduction band states while holes are quickly

captured by midgap states [30]. In fact, a well-known defect in bulk Bi2S3 is

the sulfur vacancies that, for the presence of dangling bonds, can produce re-

laxation effect on the surface, and so the midgap traps [30,47]. Obviously, in

the nano range, this fact acquires high relevance and it becomes important to

passivate the atoms on the surface.

Fig. 1.5: Crystal structure of Bi2S3 (S atoms in yellow, Bi atoms in brown). In red

is highlighted the herringbone pattern of ribbons (magnified on left). Nano-ribbons grow

perpendicularly to the plane, long the [001] direction.

Several synthesis approaches have been proposed to improve the control of

nanocrystal size and shape [48–53]. Bi2S3 has been synthesized by a variety of

techniques such as chemical bath deposition [54], solvothermal [55] and colloidal

methods [30,43,49,52,56] in several shapes, including dots [22,30,57], nanorods [30,50,58],

nanowires [49,58,59], flowers [58,60,61] and nanotubes [33]. Often these morphologies

exceed the “100 nm limit” at least for one dimension, except for the nanopar-

ticles synthesized by colloidal methods which seems to allow a better size con-

trol. Moreover the colloidal synthesis performed with long chain surfactants

produce always nanoparticles covered by organic molecules layers which drives
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the growth of the particles during the synthesis and it could also passivated

their surface.

1.3 Aim of the thesis

In this thesis I will describe my experimental work concerning the synthe-

sis, characterization and application of Bi2S3 nanoparticles for development of

third generation solution processed solar cells.

In Chapter 2, I will describe all the surfactant-assisted colloidal synthesis

(SACS) methods used to synthesize Bi2S3 nanoparticles with different size and

shape. These methods have been employed changing systematically several pa-

rameters such as temperature and time of synthesis, concentration of chemical

reagents and sulfur precursors. The chapter also reports all the characteriza-

tion performed on each samples using X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR),

UV-Vis and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy in order to study morpho-

logical characteristics and optical properties of the nanoparticles synthesized.

In Chapter 3, I will describe building steps of solar cell prototypes based on

Bi2S3 nanoparticles. The characterization of electrical properties of bismuth

sulfide samples shown in the previous chapter are reported together with the

preliminary attempts to find the most advantageous methods for the produc-

tion of homogeneous film on conductive supports. Then, I will describe the

development of the solar cell prototypes built with bilayer and bulk heterojunc-

tion architectures. Cell parameters are also reported for each prototype tested.



Chapter 2

Colloidal bismuth sulfide

nanocrystals

Bismuth sulfide was synthesized using variants of “surfactant-assisted col-

loidal synthesis” method (SACS), which consists in two steps: nucleation and

growth. A mixture of metallic precursor and one or more surfactants in organic

high-boiling solvents is heated usually under inert atmosphere to avoid the re-

action of metal cations with the atmospheric oxygen. At a certain temperature

the nucleation step starts, wherein the precursor decomposes forming an aggre-

gate of few atoms, called nucleus, which bond together and with the surfactants

in dynamic equilibrium. Nuclei become thermodynamically stable only after a

certain critical size, after which they can only grow. Surfactants act as stabi-

lizer, driving the particles growth towards a particular thermodynamic state,

promoting a certain geometry rather than another. With the advance of the

growth step, the particles can incorporate smaller nuclei (Ostwald ripening)

or form clusters. The final product is a dispersion of nanoparticles maintained

colloidally stable into the organic solvent through a surfactant layer that cov-

ers their surface; this layer is commonly called “organic capping” while the

dispersion is called “colloidal solution”.

13
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Nucleation and growth are not separate steps causing often a large nanopar-

ticles size distribution. However, the growth kinetics is conditioned strongly by

the temperature. The choice of a given metallic precursor which decomposes

at relatively low temperature helps to define the beginning of the nucleation

step. Another method, called “hot injection” (HJ), is based on the injection

of precursors directly to the hot solvent to obtain their faster decomposition

and so a faster nucleation. This method is useful to prevent nuclei formation

during the growth of other particles already formed. Increasing the tempera-

ture, the kinetic energy of the system increases, promoting faster addition of

other atoms on the surface nucleus; these atoms are driven by the dynamic

equilibrium between bonded and not bonded surfactant on the surface. In this

way, the nucleation step can be distinguished by the growth step, giving a

better control on the morphology of the final product.

An oleic acid-based SACS with HJ method was used to synthesize Bi2S3

colloidal nanocrystals. All the syntheses tested began heating a mixture of a

bismuth precursor with one or more surfactants in high-boiling organic solvent.

The heat decomposes the bismuth precursor, releasing Bi3+ cations which form

a new compound with the surfactants molecules. Then, a sulfur precursor

was fastly injected into the hot bath to originate a fast nucleation of Bi2S3.

Different growth temperatures were tested to study the differences of size,

shape and morphology potentially produced.

The bismuth precursor used for all the syntheses tested was bismuth ac-

etate, an organic salt. For the purpose to find non toxic alternatives to the

chalcogenides semiconductor currently used in third generation solar cells,

different sulfur precursors have been tested, being the bismuth compounds

naturally safe. The first precursor tested was the hexamethyldisilathiane

(HMS) [22,43,62]. This compound was chosen for its high reactivity and the

affinity with heavy metals to produce their chalcogenides. It was used in com-
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bination with oleic acid as surfactant and 1-octadecene as solvent. However the

HMS is dangerous if handled without caution, particularly when exposed to

air. For this reason, it was also tested sulfur powder as alternative precursor.

It was solubilized in different solvents to allow their reactivity with the bis-

muth precursor. Initially, the S powder was solubilized into 1-octadecene, the

same solvent used before, to replace eventually only the HMS into the original

method. Sulfur is not soluble at room temperature into this solvent, so high

temperatures were necessary to prepare it. However, we found that it is more

soluble into a surfactant, the oleylamine, also at room temperature. This new

solution could modify drastically the reaction because the introduction of a

new surfactant means to modify the dynamic equilibrium on the nuclei surface

and so the kinetic which allows their growth and defines their geometry. This S

solution was tested in similar condition to the HMS synthesis but with different

stoichiometric Bi/S ratio to investigate the crystallographic and optoelectronic

influence of a different ion concentration on the final products. Lastly, bas-

ing on the results obtained with the HMS and S powder-based synthesis, the

effects of the use of oleylamine as only surfactant were studied. Interesting

perspectives have emerged from the developing of ultrathin nanowires grown

long a crystallographic direction which could allow better conduction proper-

ties [47], as detailed below.

In the following, all synthesis methods used are reported. Names were

chosen to be representative of the whole reaction and to show the principal

differences with respect of the first method tried.
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2.1 Colloidal Bi2S3 synthesis methods

2.1.1 HMS method

The first method tested was the HMS-method, so called because the sulfur

precursor was the hexamethyldisilathiane (a.k.a. HMS). It is mostly based

on the method proposed by Konstantatos et al. [22,43]. Bismuth(III) acetate

(Ac.Bi), oleic acid (OA) and HMS were used as reactants and 1-octadecene

(ODE) was employed as solvent. Some parameters, such injection tempera-

ture and reaction time, have been made to change. In a three necks flask, a

mixture of 6,4 mmol of Ac.Bi (Aldrich >99%), 13,8 mL of OA (Aldrich 90%)

and 13,4 mL of ODE (Aldrich 90%) was heated under stirring in argon at-

mosphere at 90℃ for 16 hrs and then heated up to 170℃. A solution of 9,6

mmol of HMS (Sigma Aldrich, synthesis grade) in 10 mL of ODE was quickly

injected into the flask at the same temperature (170℃) or after cooled down

at 100℃ or at 50℃. After 30 min, 2 or 6 hrs, the solution was quickly cooled

down at room temperature adding 20 ml of cold methanol. Successive dis-

persion/reprecipitation and centrifugation steps were performed to purify the

nanoparticles. Finally the sample was dispersed in anhydrous toluene [22,30,43].

2.1.2 ODE method

This synthesis is similar to the HMS method except for the sulfur precur-

sor, that is a solution of elemental sulfur in powder, heated at 100℃ for 20

min and then at 180℃ for 1 h in ODE [30,43,63]. The dispersion is not stable.
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Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of HMS and ODE synthesis methods.

2.1.3 OAm method

OAm method is based on the one propose by Ibañez et al. [52] changing

the stoichiometry of the reactant and/or the temperature of sulfur precursor

injection. Moreover, the sulfur precursor is elemental sulfur powder dissolved

in oleylamine (OAm). This method was tested using the same growth tem-

perature for all sample, different reaction times and different stoichiometric

ratios. A mixture of 0,64 mmol of Ac.Bi, 5 ml of OA and 20 ml of ODE was

heated under stirring in vacuum at 90℃ for 30 min, to obtain a clear solution.

Then, in Ar atmosphere, the temperature was increased. Once reached 170℃,

2 ml of a solution elemental sulfur in OAm 0,47 M (0,94 mmol) were quickly

injected into the flask. This one was produced stirring strongly the mixture

at room temperature, until a red clear solution was obtained. The solution
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into the flask turned quickly in a black/brown color. After 10, 30 min or 6 hrs

at the same temperature, the reaction was quenched and the products cooled

down adding 20 ml of cold ethanol. The nanoparticles were purified by two

dispersion/reprecipitation and centrifugation steps in toluene/ethanol and fi-

nally dispersed in anhydrous toluene [52,64]. These dispersions are colloidally

stable for weeks or, sometimes, for months.

This method was tested in:

- Bi/S stoichiometric ratio (StS), with the amount of Bi and S precursor re-

ported above in the text;

- excess of sulfur (ExS), with 0,26 mmol of Ac.Bi and 2 ml of S in OAm 0,47

M (0,94 mmol);

- in defect of sulfur (DfS), with 3,2 mmol of Ac.Bi and 2 ml of S in OAm 0,47

M (0,94 mmol).

The StS was tried also injecting only 0.8 ml of the S solution with 0,26

mmol of Ac.Bi to see if, reducing OAm with respect of OA, the crystallinity

will increase or decrease.
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Fig. 2.2: Block diagram of OAm synthesis methods.

2.1.4 NW method

NW method is based on the bismuth sulfide necklace nanowires synthesis

proposed by Cademartiri et al. [49,65] and it is similar to the “OAm” one except

for the fact that ODE and OA mixture was replaced by oleylamine. The “NW”

name come from the nanowire shape of the final product. A mixture of 3,2

mmol of Ac.Bi and 4,2 ml of OAm was stirred and heated to 130℃ over the

course of 30 min and then kept at the same temperature for 30 min under Ar

atmosphere. 10 ml of S in OAm solution 1,5 M (made as in OAm method) was

quickly injected into the flask. After 30 min at 100℃ the reaction was quenched

with cold toluene. Unsolubilized materials were removed by centrifugation, and

acetone was added to the supernatant until it became turbid. The final mixture

was centrifuged, the supernatant discarded and the precipitated nanocrystals

redispersed in toluene several time until the supernatant became clear. At the

end, the particles were dispersed in toluene [47,49,65]. This dispersion is fairly
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stable with a little deposition of particles on the bottom of its flask.

Fig. 2.3: Block diagram of NW synthesis method.

2.2 Morphological and optical characterization

Any synthesis method described were characterized by different capping

agents and/or sulfur precursors. Changing one of this parameters at times

affects and modifies the growth of nanoparticles, acting on their morphol-

ogy and size. The synthesis products were characterized by X-Ray powder

diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier trans-

form infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy

(UV-Vis). These characterizations give us information, in the order, about

crystalline lattice, size, shape, organic coating, absorption properties and en-

ergy of the band-gap of the material. The following sections report the results

obtained from all of them.
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2.2.1 Morphological characterization

Structural and morphological characterizations of all the samples were per-

formed through XRD and TEM analysis. For XRD analysis, all samples were

dried in air from colloidal suspensions and deposited on a silicon crystal sam-

ple holder or directly dropped and dried on it. XRD patterns shown in the

following chapters were recorded on a Seifert X3000 powder diffractometer

with a θ-θ Bragg-Brentano geometry with Cu Kα wavelength. A quantitative

evaluation of nanocrystal sizes through the XRD patterns was achieved by a

Rietveld refinement procedure using the MAUD software [66].

Highly diluted samples, dispersed in toluene by ultrasonic bath, were dropped

on a copper grid covered with a carbon thin film for electron microscopy ob-

servations. Micrographs were obtained by a transmission electron microscope

(JEOL 200CX) operating at 200 kV. High resolution images were obtained by

a JEM 2010-UHR equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) with a 15 eV

window and a 794 slow scan CCD camera. Nanoparticles size distribution were

calculated measuring the diameters of the particle, or major and minor axis

when not spherical, by “ImageJ” software. Then, these values were reported

graphically, and their frequency counts were fitted with log-normal function

by “Origin” software. The median is used as reference for the average dimen-

sions of the nanoparticles with its standard deviation in brackets as percentage

value. Scale bar in the picture were draw using “Adobe Photoshop” software.

All syntheses are reproducible and the same characterizations were per-

formed on any reaction products, in the same condition. Most representative

XRD patterns are reported below. Several TEM pictures were collected from

at least two batch of the same sample. All syntheses, performed with the same

conditions, did not show considerable differences in term of size and morphol-

ogy of particles produced.
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Bi2S3 - HMS

The XRD pattern shows a pure sample of orthorhombic Bi2S3. Using the

PDF-Card n. 17-320 as reference, we note that all signals are respected, with

particular attention to the characteristic triplet of bismuth sulfide. The inten-

sity of the peaks is characteristic of the high crystallinity of the material and

their widths are attributable to the nanosize of the particles. In Fig. 2.4, the

HMS-sample pattern is compared with the commercial Bi2S3 powder one. The

sample used as reference for the following analysis is the one synthesized at

170℃ for 6 hrs.

Fig. 2.5 shows a comparison between the pattern of this sample with the

ones obtained changing the temperature of synthesis. Lowering the synthesis

temperature causes the widening of the peaks with also a consequent overlap

of them. This trend is confirmed by Rietveld refinement of the XRD data. For

the sample synthesized at 170℃ the best fit was obtained introducing a small

microstrain and using a large Bj value (isotropic thermal factor) associated

to structural disorder. Lattice parameters (a = 1,114, b = 1,129, c = 0,3985

nm) are in good agreement with crystallographic data. The fitted parameters

(<D>XRD of the minor and major axes of nanocrystals), are reported in Ta-

ble 2.1 together with the final Rw (weighed pattern agreement index). The

evolution of the mean crystallite size with the synthesis temperature are also

reported. The values obtained by the fit evidence that the decrease of the

temperature from 170℃ to 100℃ and 50℃ are in favor of the formation of an

increasing number of isotropic single crystals. However, if in the refinement

procedure of the sample obtained at 100℃ a small contribution (about 8%)

related to anisotropic nanocrystal is introduced, a decrease of the Rw% index

by 13,9 down to a value of 8,8 is obtained, suggesting the possible presence

of a low fraction of nanocrystalline rods. The reaction temperature represents

therefore the key parameter in order to tune the Bi2S3 crystallite size.
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Fig. 2.4: Comparison between HMS-sample (black) and Bi2S3 commercial powder (green)

patterns. Indexing of the peaks was made using the PDF-Card 17-0320 as reference.

Fig. 2.5: XRD patterns of the samples obtained at 6 hrs for different reaction temperatures

(points) with Rietveld simulations (continuous) and residuals. Picture adapted from Aresti

et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014 [30]

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) reveals that the HMS sample
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Reaction

temperature

(℃)

Major Axis

<D>XRD

(nm)

Minor Axis

<D>XRD

(nm)

Agreement

Index Rw

(%)

Major Axis

<D>TEM

(nm)

Minor Axis

<D>TEM

(nm)

170 26,1 (5) 9,0 (5) 8,8 25 (10) 13 (13)

100 - 8,7 (5) 13,9 29 (14) 14 (19)

50 - 4,5 (3) 7,5 - 3,6

Table 2.1: Average crystallite size evaluated by Rietveld Analysis of XRD patterns with

respective agreement index Rw(%). Average particle size calculated by the size distributions

reported in Fig. 2.6. All samples have been collected after 6 hrs of growth. Numbers into

round brackets represents the percent standard deviation of the given value.

tends to self assemble in a monolayer on the TEM grid, as visible in Fig. 2.6.

This sample changes its morphology as a function of the temperature of reac-

tion. If synthesized at 50℃ the nanoparticles have as spherical shape with an

average diameter of 3,6 nm, but their distribution is also characterized by a

long tail extending to 13 nm. At 100℃ the shape changes from pure spherical

to rod shaped nanoparticles, with average length of 29 nm (14%) and width

of 14 nm (19%). The same shape characterizes the sample at 170℃ with sim-

ilar dimension but with a smaller average value. The brightness showed in

dark field mode image for any sample is a further proof that are crystalline

nanoparticles and, most important, that they are single crystals. These ob-

servations are in agreement with those derived from XRD analysis, confirming

the presence of nanorods.

These samples also shows an interesting texture, visible in Fig. 2.7, that

is a further proof of its crystalline structure common to (Pn4Ch6)n pnictide

chalcogenides (Pn = Bi, Sb; Ch = S, Se) [30,32]. The orthorhombic bismuth

sulfide is formed by assembling of atomic ribbons, made by Bi4S6 units period-

ically assembled. In the picture, it is visible the herring-bone arrangement of

these nanoribbons in the same plane. The elements in the ribbon are strongly

bonded together and any ribbon bonds each other by Van der Waals bonds.
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The growth direction of the nanoribbons, perpendicular of this plane, is the

[001] [30,32].

Fig. 2.6: (a) TEM bright and dark field images of HMS sample synthesized at 170℃. (b)

Bright field image of HMS sample synthesized at 100℃ with high resolution TEM image

(inset). (c) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) images of the HMS

sample synthesized at 50℃. In the right side are reported the corresponding particle size

distributions calculated by bright field images. For the 170℃ and 100℃ samples the size

distribution of the minor and major axes of the nanorods are reported. Picture adapted

from Aresti et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014 [30].
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Fig. 2.7: HR-TEM image of Bi2S3 nanocrystals. The orthorhombic crystal structure is

formed by the assembling of atomic ribbons. In the nanocrystal shown in the enlarged

image, the nanoribbon axis is along the [001] crystallographic direction and perpendicular

to the figure plane. Ribbons are arranged in a herring-bone motif, as highlighted by the red

rectangles. Picture adapted from Aresti et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014 [30].

Bi2S3 - ODE

Below 170℃ it was impossible to obtain a crystalline phase. From 170℃

onwards the number of signal increases with the temperature. This sample

results to be formed by orthorhombic Bi2S3 but the pattern shows also a

bulge that decrease in intensity with the rising of the temperature, so with

an increasing of the particles crystallinity. This could indicate the presence

of amorphous phases or very small nanoparticles. Signals at 28,5° and 45°2θ

have seen their intensity to increase, suggesting a preferential orientation of the

growth along the corresponding crystallographic direction, respectively [211]

and [002]. However, a non spherical shape for the particles is expected due to

the strong decline of the peak intensity at 27,1°2θ with respect to the reference

card, already observed on the HMS-sample patterns. The narrowness of all
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peaks is also distinctive of not so small particles but even in the nano range;

it is so possible to suppose the presence of a double distribution of particles.

More information have been obtained through TEM observations.

TEM images reveal that the ODE-sample is very different with respect of

the HMS-sample. It has a petal-like appearance, formed by several needles.

With the increasing of the growth time, these bundles open their terminals like

a flower and show better all the needles. This phenomenon has been reported

in literature for similar synthesis methods [26]. The nanoparticles easily exceed

200 nm in length until over 400 nm for the 210℃ sample. In this one, the

width can also exceed the 100 nm instead of the tens of nanometers reached at

lower temperature. Together with the larger ones, other smaller nanoparticles

are visible, smaller than 3 nm, joined in a fiber-like arrangement around the

main nanoparticles. It is plausible to think that they are formed first during

the nucleation phase and then, through the Ostwald ripening mechanism, they

form the main needle-like particles.
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Fig. 2.8: XRD patterns of ODE-samples obtained at 2 hrs with different synthesis temper-

atures: 170℃ (black), 190℃ (red), 210℃ (blue).

Fig. 2.9: TEM bright field images of ODE sample synthesized at (a) 170℃, (b) 190℃ and

(c) 210℃. (d) TEM dark field image of 210℃ sample.
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Bi2S3 - OAm

This method has been tested changing growth temperature, growth time

and also stoichiometric parameters. For this reason, from now on I will refer to

samples obtained with a stoichiometric ratio between Bi and S as StS-sample,

with excess of sulfur as ExS-sample and with defect of sulfur (so in excess of

bismuth) as ExB-sample.

Fig. 2.10 shows the most representative XRD pattern of these samples pro-

duced at the same temperature. Bragg reflections indicate that orthorhombic

structure is always present but with differences of signal intensities. Peaks look

wider than the commercial Bi2S3 powder pattern, as expected from nanoparti-

cles. The increased width causes neighboring peaks to overlap. For this reason,

we cannot distinguish the singular peak over the 35°2θ. For all samples, it is

possible to note the disappearance of the signals at 27,1°, 37,9°, 47,3° and

48,2°2θ corresponding respectively at [021], [041], [530], [060] crystallographic

planes. Other signals are not visible in the ExB sample. At the same time,

other peaks increase their intensity if compared with the other signals, such

as at 28,6° and 45,5° in the ExS sample; this last signal can be present also in

the ExB and StS patterns but, increasing the number of washing steps at the

end of the synthesis, it loses intensity until its disappearance. At the begin-

ning, this signal was the only narrow one of the patterns. The quality of these

patterns does not allow a Rietveld refinement in agreement with the TEM ob-

servations because of their noise, the overlap of signals and mostly for the not

spherical shape, as visible below. For this reason, information about the size

of the particles have been obtained exclusively from the TEM observations.

Studying individually the effects of the others parameters on the synthesis,

maintaining the given Bi/S ratio constant, it is easy to note a general increas-

ing of the signal intensity and also their narrowing with the time of reaction.

This is not surprising because it is a typical consequence of SACS syntheses.
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Fig. 2.10: XRD patterns of OAm-samples obtained at 170℃ and a reaction time of 30 min

with an excess of sulfur (blue), defect of sulfur (red) and stoichiometric Bi:S ratio (black)

compared with the commercial Bi2S3 pattern (green).

For all samples, 10 min are not enough for a good crystalline growth. After

30 min the patterns exhibit more peaks so the samples are increasing their

crystallinity; reached 6 hrs, some peaks show a further increment of intensity

but the nanoparticles lose their stability in organic solvent.

StS-sample, initially amorphous, slowly increases its crystallinity with

time and this is visible in its pattern characterized by few large signals (Fig. 2.11).

Reducing the amount of OAm injected into the flask during the synthesis, so

putting more OA in the reaction bath, crystallinity and number of peaks in-

crease. Its patterns show a preferential growth of the signal at different time.

In particular, between 30 min and 6 hrs of reaction the [101], [211] and [002]

are subjected to great increasing of intensity. Unfortunately, this sample was

always colloidally unstable.
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Fig. 2.11: XRD patterns of OAm-samples synthesized (a) with stoichiometric Bi:S ratio

and (b) in the same way but with a defect of OAm, at 170℃ and at different time of growth:

10 min (black), 30 min (red) and 6 hrs (blue).

Fig. 2.12 shows the StS-sample. It is formed by rod-shaped nanoparticles,

both aggregated randomly and organized as bundles of tens of rods with dif-

ferent length, adjacent between them; these bundles can exceed the 600 nm

of length. The formation of aggregates makes difficult a good evaluation of

sample dimensions and also it is not a good introduction for a material wanted

to be used to produce films on substrate by coating deposition methods. The

rods have average length of 49,8 nm (17%) and average width of 8,5 nm (4%).

Moreover, some nanoparticles in the bundles appear in the picture with darker

edge than core; this is commonly associated to different of thickness and it is

also a common feature of nanotubes. Unfortunately, the blurring effect due

to the organic capping does not allow good enough resolution for magnified

pictures and so it is not clear which is the true morphology.
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Fig. 2.12: TEM bright field images of StS-OAm sample synthesized at 170℃ for 30 min of

growth. In the right side are reported the corresponding particle size distributions calculated

by these images.

ExB-sample does not show a good crystallinity even increasing the reac-

tion time. The peaks look very large and it is difficult to recognize a crystalline

phase on its. At the same time, the large band seems to follow the profile of the

Bi2S3 pattern and no other crystallographic phase of bismuth sulfide, oxide or

sulfate finds a match with it. So, it is reasonable to conclude that the sample

could be formed by very small nanoparticles, maybe with a distorted lattice

due to the higher concentration of Bi3+ during the synthesis.

Fig. 2.14 shows the ExB sample, that has some similarities with the StS

sample. Nanoparticles are aggregated, making very difficult to define their

dimensions. For the blurring effect due to the capping, it was not possible to

collect pictures with higher magnification. Nanoparticles look arranged in two

parallel rows but this could also derive to differences of thickness in the same

particle and so to a nanotubes morphology. Particles with similar dimension
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and morphology of the StS sample are also visible.

Fig. 2.13: XRD patterns of OAm-samples in excess of Bi, obtained at 170℃ at different

time of growth, 10 min (black) and 30 min (red), compared with the Bi2S3 commercial

pattern (green).

Fig. 2.14: TEM bright field images of ExB-OAm sample synthesized at 170℃ for 30 min

of growth.

ExS-sample seems to be the one with the best quality among samples

obtained with OAm method. Its pattern is also the most similar to HMS one,
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especially after 30 min of growth, although is visible a different preferential

growth; this fact has been confirmed by TEM observations.

Fig. 2.15: XRD patterns of OAm-samples in excess of S, obtained at 170℃ at different

time of growth, 10 min (black) and 30 min (red).

Fig. 2.16 shows the ExS sample. This is formed by nanoparticles with rod

shape, without a regular distribution observed on the TEM image. After only

1 minute of growth, rod-shape nanoparticles are formed, mainly amorphous.

After 10 minutes the nanoparticles become crystalline, with a rod shape and

average length of 27 nm (30%) and 6,3 nm (18%) of width. This distribution is

also characterized by the presence of a long discontinuous tail extended up to

80 nm, that could be considered like a second distribution but unfortunately

the number of counts is not large enough to confirm such second distribution on

statistical grounds. All collected pictures show also the presence of monolayer

of small particles and particle aggregates. The aggregates are the dominant

component in the 30 min grown sample. The average width is 8,5 nm (20%),

but with a higher average length of 45 nm (26%) and, most important, without

secondary distributions. Dark field images confirm the monocrystallinity of
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this sample.

Fig. 2.16: (a) TEM bright field images of ExS-OAm sample synthesized at 170℃ for 10

min. (b) Dark field image of ExS-OAm sample synthesized at 170℃ for 30 min.

Fig. 2.17: Length and width distribution of ExS-OAm sample after (a) 10 min and (b) 30

min of growth.
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Bi2S3 - NW

In Fig. 2.18 is shown the XRD pattern of this sample compared with a bis-

muth sulfide pattern of nanowires produced following the original method [49].

Both of them shown a bulge, usually visible in very small or amorphous

nanoparticles, but in the NW one are present also several narrow peaks at-

tributable at the Bi2S3 orthorhombic phase (PDF-Card 17-320). Only the

first and the second peak are actually unknown; they are probably due to an

arrangement of the nanoparticles in a self assembled pattern or to an excess of

organic phase. From this comparison it is possible to suppose that the NW-

sample is formed by two type of particles or, however, that the crystallinity is

more extended than in the sample obtained with the original method.

TEM images show that nanoparticles have wire shape, as expected, with an

average width of 3,4 nm (12%) and long over 300 nm. Some bundles of wires

are also visible, likely formed by various shorter wires, a 2-3 nm larger than

the single ones. Their length varies from 100 to 300 nm, with an average width

of 31 nm (26%). These bundles are also similar to the flower-like nanoparticles

made with the ODE method. NW sample also appear stiff and more linear

than the one reported in literature [49]. Thanks to the HR-TEM is possible

to note that the wires are formed indeed by smaller nanoparticles, melted

together with the same crystallographic orientation, [001], that is the same

of the nanoribbons [30,32]. To collect good quality pictures of this wires using

the HR-TEM to observe the crystalline plane of the single nanowires proved

difficult because of the organic capping and their very small width. For the

same reason, it was hardly possible to have good statistics for the length of

wires into the bundle.
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Fig. 2.18: XRD patterns of NW-samples (red) compared with the pattern of a sample

obtained using the method proposed by Cademartiri et al. (green) [47,49,65].

Fig. 2.19: (a) TEM bright field images of NW sample. (b) HR-TEM image of a por-

tion of Bi2S3 nanowire, where nanocrystals are iso-oriented along the [001] direction; grain

boundaries are present between the nanocrystals (arrows).
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2.3 Organic capping on the surface

Usually, samples synthesized by SACS have great stability in organic sol-

vent, due to the organic capping. An organic capping is a shell of surfac-

tants, often a monolayer, that bind with their polar head on the surface of

the nanoparticle. It is comparable to a micelle with a solid phase at the cen-

ter instead of a liquid phase linked to heads of surfactants. The hydrophobic

tail makes it possible to disperse a hydrophilic material into organic solvents,

producing stable colloids. Moreover, the surfactant guides the growth of the

particles during the synthesis, binding with the ion precursors and acting on

the kinetic growth, influencing the final morphology and shape. Last, but not

the least, the bond between surfactant heads and surface saturate this last one

and could prevent some unwanted shallow relaxing effects of the crystal struc-

ture. In the following paragraphs, I will show the FT-IR spectra of various

Bi2S3 samples.

2.3.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is able to give us informa-

tion about the organic layer on its surface. Any samples were dried in oven at

40℃ in air and then mixed with KBr and pressed to make a thin pellet. Some-

times, samples dried were too gummy to be used as powder. In these cases,

the measurement was carried out putting a drop of the colloidal dispersion on

top of a KBr pellet and dried under infrared lamp or oven for minutes. FT-IR

spectra were collected by using a Bruker Equinox 55 spectrophotometer in the

region from 400 to 4000 cm−1.
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Bi2S3 - HMS

Fig. 2.20 presents the FT-IR spectra of the HMS sample synthesized with

an injection temperature of 170℃ and growth time of 6 hrs. Because of the

Bi2S3 absorption in the infrared range, the spectrum does not have a linear

background. In order to not modify the signal position, the background cor-

rection was not performed. Signals at 2932 and 2860 cm−1 can be attributed

at the C-H symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching. These peaks followed

by signals at 1460 and 728 cm−1, like in this case, indicate the presence in the

sample of aliphatic long chains. Peaks at 1084, 1034, 728 and 698 cm−1 can

be attributed to an aromatic monosubstituted C-H bending [67–69], while the

signal at 3075 and 3037 cm−1 are correlated to aromatic or unsaturated chains

(containing C=C). The signals at 1498 and 1390 cm−1 are due to symmetric

and asymmetric stretching of the carboxylate groups (COO−) [68]. The dis-

tance between them, less than 110 cm−1, and the absence of absorption peaks

in the range 1725-1700 cm−1 [67–69] suggest that a carboxylic acid is present

in its dissociated form bonded in a bidentate modes with the bismuth on the

surface. Besides, the peak at 1608 cm−1 is attributed to C=C groups [70] or

to the presence of carboxylate group bonded at the surface with a bridging or

unidentate coordination [69]. All signals were expected because the only sur-

factant used during the synthesis was the oleic acid, a carboxylic acid with a

C=C group in its C18 chain, and the organic solvent where the particles are

dispersed was the toluene, an aromatic ring monosubstituted with a methyl

group.
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Fig. 2.20: FT-IR spectra of HMS sample (black), toluene (blue) and oleic acid (green).

Bi2S3 - OAm

ExS-sample

Mid-infrared spectra of sulfur-in-excess samples confirm the presence of

oleic acid on their surface. Long chains characteristic signal are visible in the

range 3100-2700 cm−1, 1465 and 720 cm−1 [67]. The carboxylic group is indicate

by 1549 and 1377 cm−1 peaks. The difference between them are attributable

to a bridging bond with the nanoparticle surface [69]. The signal at 1710 cm−1

belongs to the vibration of reactive carbonyl of carboxylic acid or an uniden-

tate carboxylate [67–69]. The attribution of 1642 cm−1 peak is uncertain because

it could indicate either the presence of amide groups, a presumable product of

the reaction between oleic acid and oleylamine present in the reaction mixture,

or that carboxylic acid is conjugated with a double bond or another carboxylic
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acid [67]. Amides production from these surfactant was recently demonstrated

for magnetic nanoparticles via hydrothermal synthesis, covered by similar or-

ganic capping [47]. However this sample shows an intensity of the chain signals

higher than examples reported in literature [68,71]. Other signals that can prove

one of these two alternatives, are not visible. Signals at 990 and 908 cm−1 are

both attributed to C=C-H out-of-plane bend [67]. Pure vinyl groups were not

expected from the reaction but this signal could be due to the C=C in the

oleic acid chain. At the same time, we found no proof of the presence of OAm

on the nanoparticles surface because no exclusive signals of amine group are

present.

ExB-sample

FT-IR spectra show characteristic signals of OA. The sample collected after

30 min of growth has a not linear background due to the Bi2S3, as discussed

above; it is possible that the particles have lost a portion of their capping

during the centrifugation steps, making more apparent the Bi2S3 contribution

on the final spectrum. The centrifugal force applied on the particles during

the centrifugation step pushes them towards the bottom of the flask (often a

test-tube) maintaining waste molecules into the solvent; unfortunately, using

this method, also a little portion of the organic capping could be entrapped

into the solvent. This happens often when the bond between the head of the

surfactant and the shallow atoms of the particle is not strong enough to fight

against the attraction of the solvent on its tail. No background correction were

performed to preserve the spectral position of the peaks.

The two peaks of the carboxylic group in salt form are wider than nor-

mal. As visible in Fig. 2.22b, their shape suggests that they could derive from

the convolution of individual peaks too close to be resolved. This could be

attributed to the presence at the same time of bridging and bidentate car-
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boxylate coordination modes [69]. With the increasing of the reaction time new

signals appear in the range 1150-1000 cm−1, that could be due to secondary

alcohol stretching or C-O stretching of alkyl-substituted ether [67]. It is there-

fore possible that OA molecules reacted with each other to form an ether. No

specific signals of OAm are visible.

StS-sample

Signals are all attributable to the presence of OA. The signal around 1540

cm−1, usually paired with another narrow signal at 1420-1300 cm−1 and in-

dicative the presence of COO− groups, is absent [67]. However, the signal at

1463 cm−1 appears wider than usual. It is so possible that the peaks of the

doublet due to the carboxylate group are so close together to overlap with

the 1460 cm−1 signal, characteristic of long organic chain, making it wider.

The peak at 1716 cm−1 is instead attributable to not dissociated carboxylic

acid or unidentate carboxylate while the peak at 1631 cm−1 could be due to

carboxylic groups conjugated between them or to amide functional group [67].

These observation are in agreement with the poor colloidal stability of the sam-

ple because its surface could be covered by only a little fraction of molecules

in bidentate mode [69] and mostly covered by not dissociated (and eventually

not bonded on the surface) oleic acid molecules; these last ones can destabilize

the colloidal solution and to be easily removed by centrifugation.
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Fig. 2.21: FT-IR spectra of ExS-OAm sample at different reaction time and temperature,

120℃ and 10 min of growth (blue), 170℃ 10 min (red) and 30 min (black) of growth.

Fig. 2.22: (a) FT-IR spectra of ExB-OAm sample after 10 min (black) and 30 min (red)

of growth. (b) Detail of 1700-1300 cm−1 range.
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Fig. 2.23: FT-IR spectra of StS-OAm sample after 10 min (black) and 30 min (red) of

growth.

Bi2S3 - NW

This synthesis was performed without the presence of oleic acid, so the

only surfactant that could act as a capping agent was the oleylamine. For this

reason, and because FT-IR signals of the amine are similar but lower in in-

tensity and broader than the hydroxyl or carboxylic group [67], in Fig. 2.24 are

shown the spectra of the nanowires compared with the pure oleylamine one.

In addition to the signals of long organic chain (OA and OAm are different

only by the functional group), few new peaks are visible. The 1614 cm−1 peak

could be due to the N-H bending of the primary amine functional group [67,72],

to the NH3+ stretching [71] or also the stretching of C=C group in the chain [73].

The hypothesis of NH3+ presence is supported by the vanishing of signals at

3370 and 3288 cm−1, characteristic of NH2 stretching, visible in the OAm pure

spectra. A broad weak band around 1520 cm−1 and the lowering of 1377 cm−1

peaks could also indicate the transformation of pure primary amine groups in
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something else. The difference between the two spectra in the range 900-700

cm−1 suggests that the C=C group might have reacted. The signal at 672

cm−1, attributed at C-S stretching, and 618 cm−1, the S-S disulfide stretch-

ing [67], suggests that the chains on the surface are not due to pure oleylamine

but to an oleylamine derivate. The sulfur precursor was an OAm/elemental

sulfur solution. Thomson et al. [74] propose different reaction mechanism be-

tween S and OAm that would allow the presence of NH3+ and/or R-C(S)NH2

groups. Furthermore, S is able to form copolymers with oleylamine reacting

with its carbon-carbon double bond [75]. These pieces of information do not give

us a certain proof about the type of functional group bonded on the nanowires

surface but are in agreement with our observations.

Fig. 2.24: FT-IR spectra of NW sample (red) compared with the OAm (green) spectra.
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2.4 Optical properties

UV-Vis spectra were collected by using a Varian Cary 50 UV-Visible spec-

trophotometer equipped with a fiber optic dip probe (1 cm optical path length),

Xenon lamp and Czerny-Turner monochromator, with a range of 190-1100 nm.

All samples were analyzed in colloidal form putting them inside a cuvette,

crossed then by the light.

Fig. 2.25: UV-Vis absorption spectra of HMS (black), OAm-ExB (red), OAm-ExS (blue)

OAm-StS (magenta) and NW (green) samples.

The colloidal stability was sometimes too low to allow us to collect a good

UV-Vis absorption spectrum for all samples. However, their mainly show a

curve that go to zero at around 900-1000 nm according to the literature [43,50].

In Fig. 2.25 are reported all spectra of Bi2S3 samples; for sake of comparison,

are shown only sample synthesized at 170℃ for 30 min. HMS and NW spectra

are the most similar to the ones reported in literature [43,50]. OAm-samples

show a different slope below about 500 nm. All these differences are due to

defect of the materials.
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None of our Bi2S3 samples have shown photoluminescence (PL) emission.

In literature are not reported PL spectra of Bi2S3 nanoparticles except for

nanowires with diameters higher than 50 nm up to 300 nm, produced with

different synthesis method that does not use capping agents [41,76,77], or in com-

bination with other metals like iron [78] or silver [79]. So, this is in agreement

with our observations.

2.5 Conclusions

From all these results, it is possible to formulate some conclusions.

SACS synthesis is an useful and relatively easy method to produce chalco-

genides in colloidal form. Acting on temperature and/or time of reaction it

is possible to have a control on nanoparticles dimensions and shapes. Tem-

peratures too low produce small nanoparticles with a large size distribution.

Increasing the temperature, nanoparticles assume a common morphology with

a narrower size distribution. At the same time, also the crystallinity improves

and so we might expect lower concentration of shallow defects; this is an im-

portant consideration when a material is thought for optical applications.

The growth of the nanoparticles is driven by surfactant agents. The pres-

ence of only oleic acid (OA) produces spherical/rods nanoparticles with also

a good colloidal stability in organic solvent. A gradual addition of oleylamine

(OAm) promotes the growth of the particle along the [001] crystallographic di-

rection, the same of its nanoribbons, increasing elongation of the nanorods until

to obtain ultrathin nanowires, when only OAm is present. This is in agreement

with the preliminary XRD observations because the larger peaks are correlated

to smaller particles; also changes in shape explains the differences of intensity

peaks. In any case, XRD characterizations prove that methods used produce

always bismuth sulfide in orthorhombic crystallographic phase.
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TEM confirms the crystallinity of the particles and also their nanodimen-

sions, ranging from 3-4 to hundreds nanometers, with large variety of shapes

from spherical to wire and also macro structures like the flower-like one of the

ODE sample. It is interesting to investigate the different speed of growth as

a function of the employed surfactant. HMS method produces little spherical

nanoparticles that turn into rods within hours. The OAm method, instead,

produces instantly nanorods with width similar to the first method but with

larger lengths achieved within minutes. This means that this method is faster

than the HMS one but, for the same reason, it is more difficult the control

of shape and crystalline quality of the final product. The lower stability in

organic solvent is another point against this method. NW particles grow fast

too, but with a different mechanism. While the growth of the other particles

appears due to Oswald ripening, nanowires were formed by small nanoparticles

welded together with the same orientation, that is the same of the nanorib-

bons. As proposed in literature [47] the mobility of the charge carrier is higher

perpendicular to nanoribbons plane, so the elongated shape of the nanopar-

ticles could be very useful to increase its electrical properties and the final

efficiency of the optical devices in which they will be used.

Unfortunately, only HMS nanoparticles were colloidally stable enough to

be used in the solar cells fabrication, as shown in Chapter 3. HMS and NW

samples are stable for years while the OAm-samples are stable for days or

weeks, except when performed in excess of sulfur, which colloid could be stable

for months, at equal washing steps carried out. Centrifugation step numbers

could damage this stability. HMS and NW sample are not damaged also after

several treatments but the NW also needs to be very diluted or tend to form a

deposition on the flask bottom. OAm-samples instead see their stability very

compromised after only one or two washing steps. Of course, if the particles

are not cleaned enough from the excess of surfactant, the sample remains dirty,
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gummy and insulating when dried and difficult to characterize. In fact, mostly

for the ExB and StS-sample, we see the [002] peak in the XRD patterns very

intense and narrow but also its disappearance if we wash the sample more

times. So, this signal could be due to an organic phase in excess or to a

preferential orientation due to the higher concentration of organic capping

molecules. Finding an answer to this question is difficult because obtaining a

clear TEM image is impossible if the organic excess is not removed; the organic

layer interferes with the electron beam giving hazy pictures, without a good

resolution. At the same time, FT-IR shows us several signal more that are not

linked with the real capping of the nanoparticles. For all these reason, TEM

and FT-IR data come all from clean samples, making sometimes visible the

presence of aggregates of nanoparticles or higher contribution in the spectra

of the Bi2S3.

If the HMS sample does not suffer the negative effect of the cleaning steps,

it could also lose its stability already from the synthesis. The reproducibility

of this method, in fact, is not perfect because sometimes it fails, producing

good nanoparticles but completely unstable. This could be due to the HMS, a

compound that quickly reacts with oxides or water to produce the correspond-

ing silane or H2S. This one is a toxic smelly gas often used for the synthesis

of several sulfides including Bi2S3
[62,80]. We cannot exclude that this gas does

not have a role during our synthesis but, if present, it is confined into the

reaction flask. The HMS could be polluted by a reaction with the humidity of

air, during the injection step or be polluted already before to use. Currently

our ratio of success with this method is around 80%, considering as success a

colloidally stable sample because pure and crystalline nanoparticles have been

always obtained.

FT-IR characterizations has shown that the principal capping agent on the

nanoparticles surface was the oleic acid, when present. This one was seen in
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all samples analyzed (except of course the NW), while the oleylamine was not

present or at least visible. In fact, we cannot exclude completely the OAm

presence on the surface of the particles because its signals are very similar to

the carboxylate ones. Also, some peaks could be attributed both to olefinic

molecules or to amide presence. In the second case, the reaction between oleic

acid and oleylamine could produce two long chain molecules that could bond

with the surface, probably through the amine group [47], or suffers the steric

hindrance. It is also possible that the organic chains interact between them,

doing a multilayer capping. This one could influence the colloidal stability,

in function of the orientation of the external molecule functional group, and

be easily removed with the centrifugation. All OAm-samples show moreover

a low intensity of the COO− salt signals, the pair at around 1500 and 1300

cm−1, with respect of the C-H stretching and chain signals. This difference

could depend to a strong chemical bond between the oxygen of the carboxylate

group and the surface. These bonds, obviously stronger than a physic bond,

reduce the freedom of movement of the atoms, and so the expected vibrations

of the functional group. On the other hand, poor stability of the sample

and the progressive loss of stability, suggests that only a very little amount

of surfactant molecules are bonded strongly on the surface while the others

could be easily removed. Washing steps affect also the quality of the FT-

IR spectra, increasing the contribution of the Bi2S3 on its. In fact, more a

sample is “washed” higher is the distortion of the spectra suggesting that the

particles are less covered by organic materials. Similar effects are visible in the

HMS-sample spectra but for this one the intensity of the carboxylate signals

is always higher than OAm-sample ones.

The similarity of the UV-Vis spectra of the samples suggest that the en-

ergy bandgap (Eg) could be, in according with the literature, between 1,3-1,8

eV [34–42]. The total absence of photoluminescence could be due to the presence
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of traps that nullify this phenomenon. This is not a big problem because for a

photovoltaic application is most interesting the production of the charge car-

rier and so it is most important that charges could pass through the various

device materials. The absence of photoluminescence is in agreement with the

literature which connect this to the tendency of the Bi2S3 to suffer of sulfur

vacancies. No Bi2S3 nanoparticles PL emission has been observed until the

writing of this thesis except for mixed sulfide based on bismuth and other

metals [78,79].
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Chapter 3

Bi2S3-based solar cell prototypes

A solar cell (or photovoltaic cell) is a device which converts solar energy

into electric energy. It is formed by light absorbing materials connected to

an external circuit. The absorption of photons produces excitons that are

then split into two charge carriers, forming a photocurrent with their motion

to electrodes. When the cell is in dark, it can be considered as a diode;

however, under illumination, a photocurrent is produced which opposes to

the dark current and so the Shockley equation for an ideal diode (Eq.(3.1))

must be adapted adding the contribution of the current density generated, Jsc

(Eq.(3.2), Fig. 3.1).

(3.1) Jdark = Jo(e
qV
kT − 1)

(3.2) Jlight = −Jsc + Jo(e
qV
kT − 1)

V is the voltage applied to the electrodes, q is the electron charge, k the

Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the p-n junction and Jo is the

53
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saturation current which depends on the characteristics of the p-n junction, as

shown in Eq.(3.3).

(3.3) Jo = q

(
Dpn

2
i

LpND

+
Dnn

2
i

LnNA

)

Dp and Dn are the diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes while Lp and

Ln are their diffusion lengths, ni is the intrinsic density of carriers and ND and

NA are respectively the donor and acceptor concentrations [81].

Fig. 3.1: I-V curve of solar cell in dark (black) and under illumination (red) [81].

The intensity of the generated current is correlated to the intensity and

energy spectrum of incident light. Quantum efficiency is a parameter which
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quantifies the probability that an incident photon produces an electron; it can

be defined as a function of the photon energy. It is given by the ratio be-

tween number of carriers collected by the cell and number of incident photon

of a given energy. Similarly, the efficiency of the solar cells (η) is given by

the ratio between the power generated by the cell and the power of incident

light, expressed in percentage. The maximum power produced by the cell

could be graphically measured or calculated using some parameters that can

be extracted from the I-V characteristics. Such parameters are the short cir-

cuit current density, Jsc, the open circuit voltage, Voc, and the fill factor, FF [81].

- Short circuit current density, Jsc: It is the current per unit area which

passes through the cell when the voltage applied to the electrodes is zero (see

Eq.(3.2)); it is also the maximum density of current obtainable from the cell.

This parameter depends on the incident light, its intensity and spectrum. For

this reason, most of the cell measurements are performed with a spectrum stan-

dardized to the AM1.5 spectrum, with an intensity of 1 kW/m2 (one sun). [81]

- Open circuit voltage, Voc: It is the maximum voltage available from a

solar cell. It is the voltage value at current zero and it is equivalent to the

condition when the dark current and short circuit photocurrent exactly cancel

out (see Eq.(3.2)). Eq.(3.4) is the Voc equation for an ideal diode and it shows

that the Voc is linked to the saturation current, which is function of the diffu-

sion length of the charge carriers. It is possible to consider the Voc indicative

of the amount of charge recombination into the device. Voc is also directly

correlated to the bandgap of the cell. In general, Voc is always lower than Eg/e

by around 0,3 to 0,5 eV [81,82].
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(3.4) Voc =
kT

q
ln

(
Jsc
Jo

+ 1

)

- Fill Factor, FF: It is the ratio between the maximum power from the cell,

calculated by the product of Jmax and Vmax, and the product of Jsc and Voc

(Eq.(3.5),(3.6)). So, graphically, it is a measurement of the squareness of the

J-V curve (Fig. 3.1). Usually it is expressed in percentage; the higher this

value, the more similar the cell to the ideal one [81].

(3.5) FF =
Jmax · Vmax

Jsc · Voc

(3.6) η =
Pmax

Pin

=
Jmax · Vmax

Pin

=
Jsc · Voc · FF

Pin

Electrically, the solar cell is equivalent to a current generator in parallel

with a diode (Fig. 3.2). An ideal cell produces a photocurrent proportional to

the light intensity but in a real cell the photocurrent is also influenced by the

resistances of the device. These resistances are so correlated to the quality of

solar cells and they are classifiable in two main categories: shunt and series

resistances.

- Shunt resistance (Rsh) can be attributable to a resistance in parallel to

the cell. It derives mostly from manufacturing defects and impurities. For

the proper functioning of the cell, this resistance must be as large as possible

to allow the motion of the electrons toward the electrode passing through all

the layers of the cell. So, this resistance is important to promote the electron

flux through the cell rather than in a single layer. In fact, low value of this
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resistance affects the FF causing also a decreasing of the Voc value.

- Series resistances (Rs), instead, must be as low as possible, because they

are linked to the quality of the interfaces between layers and with the elec-

trodes. High values of this resistance affect the FF and the Jsc.

Fig. 3.2: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell compared with a simple scheme of a solar cell.

Green and orange bands represent the semiconductor which form the “active layer” of the

device.

Bismuth sulfide shown in the previous chapter is a potentially useful semi-

conductor for this application. The choice to synthesize it directly in colloidal

form was born from the idea to tune its size, in such a way to have a control

on bandgap energy (as explained in Chapter 1), and to produce homogeneous

films on conductive support using appropriate deposition methods, building a

solution processed solar cell˝, SPSC. These cells are based principally on col-

loidal nanoparticles, used to produce layers in a sandwich-like structure. One

or more semiconductor layers can work as the active layer of the cell, absorbing

light in a certain range of wavelengths as a function of the materials energy

gap.
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3.1 Device architectures

In a solar cell, after the photon absorption, excitons are produced. These

excitons are electron-hole couples which interact through Coulomb forces. The

efficiency of a solar cell is linked to the number of excitons generated which

split into charge carriers at the interface between acceptor and donor materi-

als. Each exciton has to move from the region where it was generated to the

interface faster than their recombination process. Exciton diffusion length, the

average distance which it can move until it recombines, depends to the mate-

rial; for example, it is about 5-10 nm in organic solar cells. Moreover, also the

charge carries must be able to reach the electrodes before recombining. The

characteristics of the device must be chosen carefully, taking into account too

the different carrier mobilities into various materials (less than 0,1 cm2/V·s in

molecular materials with respect of 100-10000 cm2/V·s in crystalline inorganic

semiconductors) and that electrons could have higher mobility than holes [81].

During my work, two different cell architectures were tested: the bilayer˝

and the bulk heterojunction˝ solar cell. Both of them were built layer by

layer with annealing steps when required. The electrode on top of the cell was

a metallic contact (Al, Au, often Ag) deposited by thermal evaporation while

the other contact was a transparent conductive glass. Indium Tin Oxide, ITO,

and Fluorine doped Tin Oxide, FTO, glasses were chosen for this application

and used as first substrate where to build all the other layers.

3.1.1 Bilayer solar cell

The bilayer solar cell (Fig. 3.3-left panel) is formed by two layers of dif-

ferent semiconductors in contact with each other. One of them is the n-type

semiconductor, which supplies free electrons (electron donor), and the other

one is the p-type semiconductor which supplies free holes (electron acceptor).
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This is the traditional architecture of silicon-based solar cells. The interface

of the semiconductor is considered the true active layer of the cell because the

split of the carriers occurs on it. After the splitting, electron and holes will

move to the respective electrodes. The thickness of the semiconductor layers

must allow the excitons to move efficiently toward the interface before they

recombine. If the layer is too thick, the efficiency of the cell will decrease be-

cause of a good amounts of excitons recombine before to reach the interface.

At the same time, a layer too thin will not absorb enough solar photons and

so the number of excitons generated will be poor. An ideal thickness should

be similar to the exciton diffusion length, allowing also a good solar light ab-

sorption. Another feature of this architecture is that it is planar and so, to

produce enough energy, it could be necessary to have available a large interface

area, which also needs to be illuminated homogeneously. Obviously the higher

is the area, the higher will be the possibility to have portions of the cell not

illuminated because of shadows, for example, and so to have a power loss.

3.1.2 Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell

The active layer of this cell is made by two materials blended together

(Fig. 3.1-right panel). Like in the bilayer, the materials are donor and ac-

ceptor semiconductors and the charge carriers are split at the interface. This

architecture, however, should be more efficient than the bilayer one because

the blend increases the interface area. For this reason, the blend layer is con-

sidered such as an unique active layer. An ideal active layer for this cell should

have the donor and acceptor semiconductor arranged in order to maximize

their interface but also to give an advantageous route to the carriers to reach

the electrodes. Unfortunately, the blend is often a random mixture of two

semiconductors, one of them organic into the hybrid solar cell, and so obsta-

cles for the carriers motion could be present. Moreover, it must be considered
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how much deeply a photon can penetrate into the blend. With an active layer

too thick, in fact, the core of the layer could not be illuminated and so the

number of excitons generated could be poor. At the same time, it is important

to combine two materials which, with their absorption coefficients, can be able

to absorb the solar spectrum as much possible. The final thickness of the blend

layer should therefore be comparable to the penetration depth of the light, the

exciton diffusion length and the charge carriers mobility.

Usually, BHJ have the active layer in contact with other materials with the

aim to promote the carriers separation thus increasing the produced photocur-

rent. These are the electron transport layer (ETL) and the hole transport layer

(HTL) [83,84]. The ETL, through its energy levels, promotes the motion of the

electron to the metallic contact, blocking instead the holes. Most used ETL

are large bandgap semiconductor such as TiOx or ZnO that are also trans-

parent to visible light [24,84–90]. The same roles, but blocking the electrons,

is played by the HTL. This material is often constituted by high molecular

weight polymers, like P3HT or Spiro-OMeTAD or metal oxides, like MoO3,

V2O5, WO3, NiO [84]. Several ETL/HTL materials are commercially available

but sometimes it is necessary to synthesize them [83,84].

Fig. 3.3: Schemes of (left) bilayer and (right) bulk heterojunction solar cells. Green and

yellow colors represent donor and acceptor materials, separated in the bilayer and blended

together in the bulk heterojunction solar cell.

For both these architectures, it is important that energy levels are favorable

for the faster exciton dissociation, the subsequent charge separation and the
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motion through the phases without charge recombination [84].

3.2 Building the layers

All the layers of a solar cell need different treatments as a function of the

nature of the used material. Nanoparticles, for example, must be deposited

onto the substrate in a homogeneous thickness, without holes in the layer.

Deposition techniques like dip or spin coating could be ideal for this aim.

Other materials, like basic oxides could be synthesized and grown directly

on the substrate. So, techniques like sol-gel synthesis, chemical bath deposi-

tion or chemical vapor deposition are commonly used [88,91–93]. In this section,

techniques used for manufacturing of Bi2S3-based solar cell prototypes will be

shown.

Sol-gel synthesis was used to produce TiO2 and ZnO layers. All the other

materials were made using dip coating or, more often, spin coating deposition

methods. Metallic contacts were deposited by thermal evaporation.

3.2.1 Deposition methods

Dip coating

In this procedure, a substrate is dipped vertically into a solution or a col-

loidal dispersion for seconds and then let dry in air for several minutes. The

withdrawal speed and concentration of colloids can modify the thickness of the

final film. Viscosity, surface tension and drying rate of the bath solution play

an important role in the final film quality. All steps can be performed auto-

matically, setting a motor controlled arm holding sample on a pre-determined

motion path. At the same time, dipping the substrate into a single bath could

contaminate the colloidal solution used in particular if several steps are needed,

such as in our case. Nanoparticles produced by SACS method are character-
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ized by an organic layer on their surface which is often an electrical insulating

and so several coating steps could be necessary to exchange this layer with

another. First, the substrate is dipped into the colloidal solution of nanopar-

ticles. Then, the sample will be dipped into a solution of a different capping

agent which will replace the original one and, finally, the sample will be dipped

into one or more solvents to clean it from the impurities. All these steps are

repeated usually three to five times.

Spin coating

One or more drops of a solution or a colloidal dispersion are dropped onto

a horizontal substrate. Then, the substrate is accelerated up to the desired

rotation speed, usually around 3000 rpm (rounds per minutes). During the

spinning, the solution covers homogenously the surface and the solvent evapo-

rates. Rotation speed, temperature, concentration and affinity between liquid

and substrate can influence the thickness of the final film but also viscosity,

surface tension and drying rate of the solvent are important factors. Cast of

the liquid can be done before or during spinning, respectively called “static”

and “dynamic” methods. With this method, the risk of pollution of the col-

loidal solution used is reduced, but a fair amount of it is wasted while spinning

out of the substrate.

3.2.2 Sol-gel methods

The sol-gel method is based on two steps. First, it is necessary to prepare

a Sol˝, a colloidal solution of precursors. Then, the solution is dried to form

a Gel˝, a network of particles or polymers that after annealing could produce

homogeneous films of oxides. Usually, this synthesis is used to produce metal

oxides and it is a method often used for silicon or titanium oxides [87–89]. Often
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the metal precursors are alkoxides or carboxylate salts. When the solvent is

not water, a stabilizer is added, like amine. The annealing temperatures are

different as a function of the materials and the type of crystal that we want to

obtain [88–90]. The materials synthesized with this method are titania (titanium

oxide, TiO2), zincite (zinc oxide, ZnO) and aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO).

Titania - TiO2

A solution of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (75 wt%, Aldrich)

0,15 M in isopropanol was spinned on the conductive substrate at 3000 rpm

for 30 sec, followed by two spinning steps at the same condition with a 0,3

M solution. The substrate was then dried at 125℃ for 10 min and heated at

550℃ for 15 min in air [94].

When in addition to this compact layer (cp-TiO2) was necessary a meso-

porous titania layer (mp-TiO2) too, commercial titania paste (Aldrich-Dyesol,

19 wt%) was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 sec and then heated at 500℃ for

30 min.

With or without the mesoporous layer, a final treatment with TiCl4 was

performed to activate the titania surface. 300 µl of TiCl4 2M in H2O was

added to 40 ml of water. The substrate covered by titania was dipped in this

solution for 30 min at 70℃ in a covered Petri dish. After a washing step with

distilled water, the film was dried in air and heated again at 500℃ for 30 min.

Zincite - ZnO

A solution of 0,5 g Zn acetate dihydrate, 5 ml of methoxyethanol and 0,142

ml of ethanolamine was prepared at room temperature by stirring. Then 6-8

drops was spin-coated at 3000 rpm on a substrate and heated at 200℃ 30 min

in air to obtain a transparent layer of ZnO [24].
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Aluminium doped zinc oxide - AZO

2,2 g of Zinc acetate dihydrate and 0,016 g of aluminium hydroxide acetate

were dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol at room temperature. To stabilize the Al-

Zn complex, 0,61 ml of monoethanolamine was added to the solution. Then,

it was refluxed for 3 hrs at 80℃ under stirring to get a transparent solution.

Spin coating (3000 rpm) was used to coat the substrates that were heated at

260℃ 10 min in air to obtain the transparent AZO layer [85].

3.2.3 Preliminary tests

The filmability of all the materials was tested first on soda lime glass and

then on conductive glass. In this way, it was possible to estimate quality of

every film using different spinning/dipping speeds, volumes and concentration

of solution needed and coverage rate of the surface. Dip and spin coating have

demonstrated to be suitable to produce films with a controlled thickness acting

on immersion and withdrawal speed, for the first one, or spinning speed, for

the second one.

Concerning the bismuth sulfide layer, conductivity measurements were per-

formed to observe the presence of photoconductivity and so demonstrate that

this material can be used as active layer in a cell. By dip coating, few layers of

bismuth sulfide were deposited on a soda-lime glass. The glass was dipped into

the colloidal solution for 60 sec, with an immersion/withdrawal speed of 500

mm/min, to form the layer of nanoparticle. This procedure was repeated not

less than 5 times to obtain a thick enough film. Then, by sputtering, circular

gold contacts were deposited with 1 mm distance between them. HMS-sample

produced the better film, taking into account the homogeneity and surface

coverage, while the OAm-samples did not cover well enough the glass in the

same conditions. For such reason, more deposition steps were needed to reach

an acceptable coverage of the substrate surface but unfortunately without a
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homogeneous thickness. NW-samples, instead, did not produce a film due to

low concentration, unfortunately necessary to maintain its colloidal stability.

It is important to note that the organic capping of this colloidal nanopar-

ticles is made by long chain molecules. These are useful to cover and stabilize

the particles into apolar solvents and also help the formation of the film when

dried but are also electrical insulators. For such reason, a measurement of the

current as a function of applied voltage was carried out both before and after

ligand exchange treatments with ethanedithiol, EDT. The treatment consisted

in immersion, by dip coating, of the bismuth sulfide layer in an EDT 2 vol%.

in acetonitrile (ACN) solution for 120 sec, followed by dipping in ACN for

30 sec; this treatment was repeated for each layer of sulfide, always with an

immersion/withdrawal speed of 500 mm/min.

Fig. 3.4: (a) I-V measurements performed in dark (black) and under illumination (red).

Full squares indicate the sample with its original organic capping; empty squares indicate the

sample after ligand exchange treatment. Current values are reported in logarithmic scale.

(b) FT-IR spectra detail of HMS sample before (black) and after (red) ligand exchange

treatment.

For the I-V measurement, a halogen lamp was used positioned vertically

over the sample. The measurements show an increase of an order of magni-

tude in the conductivity under illumination with respect to the dark. This is

due to the photocurrent generated from the electrons excited to the conduction
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band with the photon absorption, demonstrating that the Bi2S3 photoconducts

and could be used as active layer in suitable devices. Further increase of the

measured current, up to two order of magnitudes, is visible after the ligand ex-

change treatment both in dark and under illumination, proving the insulating

properties of the capping and the advantages of removing it (Fig. 3.4a). The

quantitative efficiency of the ligand exchange is visible from the FT-IR spectra

of the Bi2S3 film collected before and after the treatment. The characteristic

signal of a long organic chain (shown in Chapter 2), between 3000 and 2800

cm−1, almost disappears after the substitution of the oleic acid, a C18 organic

molecule, with the shorter EDT, an only C2 chain (Fig. 3.4b). Similar ligand

exchange treatment has been performed directly on the colloidal nanoparticles

solution, adding the exchange agent in excess of the original capping molecules

and stirring for a time varying between few minutes and 24 hrs. The result

was an effective replacement of the insulating long chain capping with the

short chain one. The capping agent tested were EDT, tetrabutylammonium

iodide (TBAI) and dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA). Unfortunately this pro-

cess produced also a strong aggregation of the nanoparticles and caused the

loss of their colloidal stability both on organic and polar solvents. Due to this

observation, all the ligand exchange treatments performed in the later stages

have been made directly on nanoparticle films.

The effect of thermal treatments on the conductivity of the film has been

also studied. Performed under inert atmosphere, to avoid the oxidation of the

material, these measurements show that annealing treatments could increase

the conductivity of the bismuth sulfide film, both in dark and under illumi-

nation. Unfortunately, over about 260℃ the conductivity is compromised by

a permanent degradation of the film which loses its conduction properties, as

visible in Fig. 3.5, probably due to the thermal decomposition of the material.

Same measurements, under similar conditions, were performed on the OAm-
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Fig. 3.5: I-V measurements of HMS-sample film after annealing treatment (a) in dark and

(b) light.

samples, in particular on the ExS ones. Similar results were obtained. The lig-

and exchange treatment with EDT increases the conductivity of the film both

in dark and under illumination. Unfortunately, even after the improvement,

conductivity is still low compared to the HMS-sample results. In particular,

the ligand exchange produces an improvement of the electric properties only if

the film is not thermally treated. Over 150℃ the best I-V curve was collected

for the film no ligand exchanged. Also the direct increase of the detecting

current with the temperature is visible only for the non-exchanged film and

for treatment temperatures below 260℃. If samples were treated with EDT

before the thermal treatment, the I-V measurements were not reproducible.

This could stem from inhomogeneities of the film due to the nanoparticle na-

ture. Their capping, shape and the manner in which they aggregate on the

substrate surface could produce several defects on the film thus affecting the

charge transport.

Poor filmability of NW sample and the low conductivity showed by OAm

samples, caused us to choose the HMS-sample as a standard to the manufac-

turing of all the following cell prototypes.
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Fig. 3.6: I-V measurements of the ExS-OAm film on soda-lime glass, performed in dark

(black) and under illumination (red) with (a) the film maintained at room temperature and

(b) after thermal treatment at 240℃ before to deposit the Au contacts. Full squares indicate

the sample with its original organic capping; empty squares indicate the sample after ligand

exchange treatment. Current values are reported in logarithmic scale.

3.2.4 Solar cell

The construction of any single prototype requires some primary steps, re-

sumed in Fig. 3.7. The conductive support used as electrode (ITO or FTO)

was subjected to etching treatment, to remove a portion of the conductive layer

(Fig. 3.7a and Fig. 3.7b). About the 60% of the area of the glass was covered

with adhesive tape after being washed under distilled water and ethanol flow

and being dried with clean dry air. Then the glass was put into a becher with

50 ml of distilled water and zinc powder. 20 ml of HCl 37% was added and

let react for 1 min. The zinc powder charges negatively the surface of the sub-

strate. Then, it attracts H3O+ ions and reduces them to H atoms which in turn

reduce the Sn4+ ions, breaking up the conductive layer. The tape was removed

and the glass washed under water flow, sonicated for 10 min in soap water,

rinsed with distilled water, again sonicated for 10 min with acetone and rinsed

with ethanol. The necessity to have a non conductive portion on the substrate

comes from the method used to measure the cell efficiency, as described below.

Using sol-gel and/or the deposition methods described above, the different
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material layers were deposited on these substrates (Fig. 3.7d). Deposition of

Fig. 3.7: Scheme of the manufacturing steps of the cell. In order are shown the glass (a)

before and (b) after etching, the deposited material (d) before and (e) after the scratching

and (g) the cell after metallic contact deposition; (c), (f) and (h) are the side views of the

cell after (b), (e) and (g) steps respectively. (h) also indicates by arrows the position of the

metallic tips during the measurements.

metallic contacts concludes the cell fabrication. These were made by thermal

evaporation of the chosen metal using a mask, in order to have rectangular

contacts positioned as shown in Fig. 3.7g. A thin layer of 3-5 nm of LiF or
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MoO3 was deposited before the 120-150 nm metallic layer, often silver. The

presence of the salt improves the interface between the metal and the material

below it, modifying their compatibility to facilitate the hole transport, acting

also on the FF [95]. LiF was used mostly after the first attempts and for cells

with Spiro-OMeTAD layers.

Before the contact deposition, a portion of the layers was scratched to

expose the ITO or FTO glass. The horizontal contact was deposited on this

portion while the three vertical ones are on top of the active layers. This

architecture was chosen to reduce the probability of short circuit of the cell

due to the needle shape of the metallic tips used for the measurement which

could perforate soft materials and come in contact with the electrode below

them, closing the circuit. Placing the tips on the non conductive portion of

the glass (as shown in Fig. 3.7h) prevents this risk and the cell operation is

preserved.

The actual solar cell is the portion of materials enclosed between the metal-

lic contact and the conductive glass as shown, delimited by dashed lines, in

Fig. 3.7h. This metallic architecture allows us to have three solar cells on the

same substrate. In this way, it is possible to have, with less time and work,

more statistical information about electrical parameters and efficiency of the

cell.

3.3 Solar cell prototypes

Several attempts were performed starting from a simple architecture, based

on PbS solar cell [96]. This cell is a BHJ where the active layer is mesoporous

TiO2 with PbS in its pores. The first attempt was therefore to replace the

PbS with ligand exchanged HMS-sample nanoparticles. The following is the

first architecture tested, made in collaboration with Dott. Petrozza and Mr.
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Mazzotta from IIT (Italian Institute of Technology) in Milan.

On ITO glass, layers of compact and mesoporous TiO2 were synthesized as

described before. On top of TiO2, a layer of Bi2S3 was deposited by dip coating,

with the same parameters used during the preliminary test, three times. After

each dipping step, the substrate was dipped into a solution of ethandithiol

(EDT) 1 vol% in acetonitrile (ACN) for 120 sec and then in ACN for 30 sec

to perform the ligand exchange. A final layer of 2,2´,7,7´-Tetrakis-(N,N-di-

4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9´-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) was deposited

by spin coating (3000 rpm for 30 sec) followed by metallic contact put by

thermal evaporation.

Contrary to its PbS-based analogous cell, this solar cell prototype does

not produce a significant current and therefore its efficiency is almost zero.

Anyway this was a first attempt and the starting point for the investigation

on the causes of its inefficiency.

Initially it was noted that the TiO2 films were characterized by macroscopic

holes and opacity. These defects did not appear on the FTO substrates. It

was attributed to a different wettability of the substrate which cannot be cov-

ered efficiently, causing defects on the final film. About the metallic contacts,

aluminum, gold and silver were tested and at the end the silver was preferred.

Also, another ligand exchange agent was tested on the Bi2S3 film. To replace

the EDT, a TBAI solution in ethanol (1 mg/ml) was used, dipping the film

120 sec and then in ethanol for 30 sec obtaining similar result. It must be

noted that TBAI is easier to handle and a safer compound than EDT.

Using scanning electron microscopy, SEM, all the layers of the cell became

visible and it was also possible to measure their thickness. As visible in Fig. 3.8,

the layer of Bi2S3 and TiO2 are separated. Sulfide nanoparticles did not pen-

etrate inside the pores and this means that not only the contact surface did

not increase as we initially believed, but it could be reduced with respect to
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Fig. 3.8: (a,b) Side view SEM picture of the prototype with (c) a magnification on TiO2-

Bi2S3 layers.(d) Energy diagram of the bilayer cell prototype. [97,98]

a planar interface. To prove this fact, cells without mesoporous titania and

titania-free were tested. The results are reported in Table 3.1. The absence of

the mesopores does not influence the (poor) density of current, Jsc.

However, the presence of the mp-TiO2 increases the Fill Factor (FF) caus-

ing a little higher efficiency. Complete removal of the titania from the cell

causes the direct contact between FTO layer and bismuth sulfide with an

increase of the Jsc. Unfortunately, Voc and FF also decrease, and the final effi-

ciency increases only up to the value of 0.0007%. For the sake of comparison,
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Bi2S3-based cell prototypes Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) Efficiency (%)

With mp- and cp-TiO2 0,26 0,0042 51,7 0,0006

With only cp-TiO2 0,24 0,0043 36,6 0,0004

Without TiO2 0,11 0,0201 32,6 0,0007

Without Bi2S3 0,52 0,0011 52,8 0,0003

Table 3.1: Cell parameters of Bi2S3-based cell variations tested.

the cell was tested also maintaining the titania but removing the Bi2S3. The

result is a big increase of the Voc but a sharp decrease of the Jsc, with a lower

overall efficiency. It became clear that electrons can reach better the FTO

electrode directly from the sulfide due to the absence of the resistance of the

titania layers.

Bi2S3 appears necessary for the cell while TiO2 looks to be more an obsta-

cle than a good ETL, but this could be due to the interface between oxide and

sulfide. Spiro-OMeTAD was then replaced by Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)

(P3HT), an organic conductive polymer that can also act as active layer [84,99].

Maintaining the same architecture used until now or removing only the meso-

porous titania layer, the cell did not work (almost zero conversion efficiency).

However, removing also the layer of compact titania, the efficiency increased

to 0.04%, two orders of magnitude higher than before. This suggests, together

with the first result obtained removing the Bi2S3, that an inadequate inter-

action between titania and sulfide was responsible for the poor efficiency and

that the P3HT, working as active layer with the sulfide, could help improving

the cell efficiency.
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Fig. 3.9: J-V measurements of (a) FTO/cp-TiO2/mp-TiO2/Bi2S3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag,

(b) FTO/cp-TiO2/Bi2S3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag and (c) FTO/Bi2S3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag.
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Fig. 3.10: (a) Energy diagram of bilayer P3HT/Bi2S3 solar cell compared with (b) a simple

side view scheme of the device.

Voc (V) 0,18

Jsc (mA/cm2) 0,634

FF (%) 34,9

Efficiency (%) 0,04

Fig. 3.11: J-V measurement of bilayer P3HT/Bi2S3 solar cell and its parameters.

3.3.1 P3HT:Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell

Together with these observations, we started mixing the Bi2S3 nanopar-

ticles with P3HT in a blend with a concentration of 50 mg/ml (70 wt% of

nanoparticles) in toluene or chloroform, to try a new BHJ architecture. In this

way, obviously, the contact surface is much larger than in the bilayer archi-

tecture because the nanoparticles are surrounded by P3HT, instead of being
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in contact only at the interface between two layers. A ligand exchange treat-

ment has been performed in this case too, as suggested in literature, using

ethanedithiol (EDT) [100]. Before use, the blend solution was maintained for

minutes at 40℃ stirring it with a magnetic stirrer, because it is a little viscous

at room temperature. After the deposition on the substrate by spin coating

(3000 rpm, 30 sec.), the film was dipped into a EDT 1 vol%. solution in

acetonitrile (ACN) for 10 minutes and then rinsed with ACN.

The bulk heterojunction cell was tested with and without titania and also

with and without bismuth sulfide. The results were similar to the bilayer cells

and the cell with highest recorded efficiency, until now, did not have Bi2S3.

The cells with mp-TiO2 showed an increased efficiency if made by depositing

P3HT without Bi2S3. In absence of the nanoparticles, the P3HT chains are

free from the bond with the organic capping molecules and they can penetrate

better inside the pores of the titania. At the same time, removing the mp-

TiO2 layer (so with only the cp-TiO2 layer present), the efficiency is higher

in presence of Bi2S3 nanoparticles with an improvement of the Jsc while the

Voc does not change significantly. The presence of Bi2S3, independently of cell

architecture, reduces the Voc. This suggests that the sulfide can work together

with the P3HT as active layer but decreasing shunt resistances. It is clear that

it is difficult for the charge carriers to be extracted from the active layer, and

in particular from the Bi2S3, through the cell. The Bi2S3 is a material prone

to sulfur vacancies and therefore with trap levels for the electrons that could

be passivated by capping.

The alternatives to enhance the performance of these cells are two: to act

on the ETL and HTL in order to force the charge carriers to move with higher

efficiency or improve the interface between P3HT and bismuth sulfide, maybe

through ligand exchange steps. For the first option it could be useful to look

for some suitable materials to replace the one currently in use or modify its
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morphology acting on its quality, roughness or thickness.

Fig. 3.12: (a) Energy diagram of BHJ P3HT:Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell compared with

a simple side view scheme of the devices, (b) with and (c) without mp-TiO2.

P3HT:Bi2S3 blend-based cells
Voc

(V)

Jsc

(mA/cm2)

FF

(%)

Efficiency

(%)

With mp- and cp-TiO2 0,25 0,489 17,8 0,02

With mp- and cp-TiO2 (Bi2S3-free) 0,59 0,915 35,0 0,19

With only cp-TiO2 0,28 0,627 37,8 0,07

With only cp-TiO2 (Bi2S3-free) 0,51 0,119 51,5 0,03

Table 3.2: Cell parameters of P3HT:Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell and its variations.
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3.3.2 Alternative HTL

Beginning acting on the HTL/ETL, further attempts were done by replac-

ing the final layer of P3HT of bilayer cells with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), another polymeric HTL. During the PE-

DOT:PSS deposition by spin coating, the cell was irreparably damaged. De-

creasing the numbers of used PEDOT:PSS solution drops, instead, maintained

the cell intact but always short-circuited. The reason became clear observing

the samples by optical microscopy. The surface of the cell was characterized

by the presence of several cracks so the metallic contact evaporated at the end

penetrate the layers, short-circuiting the cell. The PEDOT:PSS, when dried on

the surface of the cell because of the spinning, bonds strongly with the layers

below and contract itself. The results are large cracks that allow the metallic

contact to get in touch with the electrode below. Higher concentrations of

PEDOT:PSS cause also the rolling of the layer, forming a black powder and

wide cracks visible by naked eyes, as shown by optical microscopy pictures of

Fig. 3.13.

Considering these results, instead of an HTL layer that would cover com-

pletely the layer below it, a thin layer of MoO3 was added only on the area

between the P3HT and the silver contacts, replacing the LiF. This oxide could

work as p-dopant [101] and give similar performance of a PEDOT:PSS hole

transport layer [102]. Similarly to LiF, the MoO3 might further facilitate the

hole transport from the P3HT (native p-type) to the electrode, modifying

their interface and reducing the possibility of penetration of Ag atoms into the

layer underneath.
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Fig. 3.13: Optical microscopy pictures of prototypes with a final layer of PEDOT:PSS.

Picture on top-left shows large cracks, the others show the rolls. Brown color is due to the

Bi2S3 layer.
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3.3.3 Alternative ETL

Looking for alternatives to titania, zinc oxide appears to be a good candi-

date. Its similar energy gap and transparence as film could be useful for an

application in this field [84]. At the same time, aluminum doped zinc oxide,

AZO, has a three orders of magnitude higher conductivity than ZnO, due to

the n-type doping, with a very similar energy gap, only 0,06 eV higher [103,104].

As TiO2 did not produce a good film on the ITO glasses, ZnO and AZO showed

a similar problem on FTO glasses, but this time visible also by naked eye. First

attempts using FTO, in fact, did not produce results. Replacing the FTO with

ITO the cells did work again. This is probably due to poor wettability of the

substrate by the ZnO and AZO sol.

Starting from an architecture proposed by Konstantatos et al. [24] that re-

ports a Bi2S3:P3HT blend-based solar cell with a efficiency of 1%, a further

architecture has been tested. Its scheme is shown in Fig. 3.14. ZnO or AZO

were the ETL of the cell. With the same role, a thin layer of Bi2S3 is used as

interface between zincite and Bi2S3:P3HT blend. A final layer of P3HT plays

the role of HTL.

One drop of colloidal Bi2S3 (not less than 20 mg/ml in toluene) was de-

posited on the glass while spinning at 2000 rpm. Six to eight drops of EDT 2

vol% in ACN were dropped on the static film and let react for 20-30 seconds.

Then, the substrate was rinsed with ACN and toluene flush. This process was

repeated three time to obtain a film of 50-60 nm.

Few drops of P3HT/Bi2S3 blend 50 mg/ml (70% of nanoparticles) in chlo-

roform was deposited in the center of the glass and then spun at 3000 rpm.

Ligand exchange treatments have been performed by dipping the film into an

EDT 1 vol% in ACN bath for 10 min, rinsed with 1:1 ACN/ethylacetate mix-

ture and dried under nitrogen atmosphere. After that, an annealing step at

110℃ for 7 minutes in air was done. When necessary, a second layer was spin-
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cast, dropping the solution on the substrate already rotating, not to damage

the layer below. The same ligand exchange treatment has been done, followed

by the annealing step. At the end, a drop of P3HT (50 mg/ml in chloroben-

zene) has been deposited while spinning at 3000 rpm and then annealed at

110℃ for 7 minutes.

Fig. 3.14: (a) Energy diagram of BHJ P3HT:Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell compared with

(b) a simple side view scheme of the device.

The prototype made with ZnO as ETL showed a maximum efficiency of

0,13% that rose up to 0,25% using the AZO, with a good increase of the

Jsc. The Voc instead is quite similar while the FF decreases slightly. These

values are markedly lower than reports in literature for the same architecture

using ZnO of an efficiency of 1%, shown by Konstantatos et al. [22,24,43]. The

difference between the literature and our cells could depend on various factors:

the quality of the materials, instrument and solvent used, quality of produced

films. At the moment, comparable values to the ones reported by Konstantatos

et al. have not been demonstrated by other authors during the writing of this

thesis.
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Fig. 3.15: J-V measurements of BHJ P3HT/Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell with (a) ZnO or

(b) AZO as ETL.

Blend-based BHJ solar cell
Voc

(V)

Jsc

(mA/cm2)

FF

(%)

Efficiency

(%)

With ZnO 0,20 1,568 40,5 0,13

With AZO 0,23 3,023 35,5 0,25

Table 3.3: Cell parameters of BHJ P3HT/Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell with ZnO or AZO

as ETL

3.3.4 Alternative ligand exchange agent and thickness

It is difficult to understand how effective was the ligand exchange treatment

on the blend. Usually, a FT-IR measurement would be carried out to see

variations of characteristic signals of the capping organic molecules chains,

but results in our case were indistinguishable from the signals of the P3HT.

Tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI) was used as exchange agent both for

Bi2S3 and blend ligand exchange steps instead of EDT. After the treatment,

performed with the same method described before, the efficiency increases until

a maximum recorded value of about 0,38%. When TBAI is used only for the

ligand exchange step on the blend, so maintaining the EDT as exchange agent

for the Bi2S3 layer, the efficiency decreases slightly.
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Blend-based BHJ with AZO
Voc

(V)

Jsc

(mA/cm2)

FF

(%)

Efficiency

(%)

Exchanged with EDT and TBAI 0,28 3,327 38,5 0,36

Exchanged with only TBAI 0,34 2,704 40,8 0,38

Table 3.4: Cell parameters of BHJ P3HT/Bi2S3 blend-based solar cell EDT/TBAI or only

TBAI ligand exchanged.

Fig. 3.16: J-V measurements of BHJ solar cell with AZO as ETL (a) which ligand exchange

performed with EDT and TBAI and (b) with only TBAI.

Other attempts were performed acting on Bi2S3 and P3HT layers thickness

or presence. Reducing the thickness of the P3HT layer using a higher spinning

speed, for example 7000 rpm instead of 3000 rpm, enhances a little the Jsc but

with a lower FF. Removing the Bi2S3 ETL, the efficiency of the cell decreases

due mostly to the decrease of the FF. The Bi2S3-free cell, made only by AZO

and P3HT in a bilayer architecture, showed a good increase of Voc and FF, in

agreement with the data reported in previous sections, but the Jsc decreased

by one order of magnitude and the efficiency with it. This is a further demon-

stration of how the Bi2S3 is useful for the proper operation of this type of solar

cells.
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Blend-based BHJ with AZO
Voc

(V)

Jsc

(mA/cm2)

FF

(%)

Efficiency

(%)

Exchanged only with TBAI (*) 0,34 2,704 40,8 0,38

* with thin P3HT HTL layer 0,33 3,263 28,4 0,30

* without Bi2S3 ETL layer 0,35 1,717 32,3 0,19

* with thin P3HT HTL layer

and without Bi2S3ETL layer
0,34 2,339 34,3 0,27

* Bi2S3-free 0,55 0,329 43,4 0,08

Table 3.5: Cell parameters from J-V measurements of blend-based BHJ with AZO varia-

tions and Bi2S3-free cells.

Fig. 3.17: J-V measurement of bilayer AZO/P3HT solar cell.
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3.4 Conclusions

Currently, the highest efficiency shown in literature for Bi2S3-based solar

cell is 1.1% [24], virtually unchanged from three years [22,24,43] and no other re-

search groups (during the writing of this thesis) have published similar results.

On the other hand, the highest value reached during this work has been 0,4%.

These facts make the bismuth sulfide not competitive with respect of other

materials like perovskites or other heavy metals chalcogenides. PbS-based so-

lar cells, for example, started from an efficiency value of 0,49% in 2002 [96] to

5,2% in 2013 [17]. Hybrid perovskite-based solar cells have seen a growth from

3,8% [105] to around 20% in 7 years, but with a fast increase from 15% to 20%

in the last two [106].

Even if the final efficiencies were not comparable with the results shown in

literature with similar materials, the Bi2S3 appears to be an active component

of these solar cells anyway. Its absence increases the Voc but decrease greatly

the Jsc. This fact could be a proof of the role played by this sulfide as active ma-

terial and it is also in agreement with its optoelectronic properties. As shown

in Chapter 2, Bi2S3 lattice tents naturally to have sulfur vacancies [30,47] that,

through relaxation effects, could saturate shallow traps. In fact, it has been

demonstrated that a large fraction of photoexcited electrons are not trapped

by the nanoparticles while the holes are quickly captured by midgap states [30].

For this reason, the presence of Bi2S3 can increase the density of current but

causing also the negative effect on Voc observed. Looking at optical properties

of this sulfide, it appears to be a good light absorber (see Chapter 2). This fact

suggests a better application not as main active material but in combination

with another n-type material.

An organic capping should at least reduce the presence of midgap states [47]

but in the end, also when the nanoparticles have been synthesized by colloidal

method, it does not seem to be effective enough. Exchange of the native
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capping from the synthesis with a different type before the deposition on the

substrate has proved counterproductive; doing it after the deposition, instead,

was effective and it has been possible to observe a true substitution of the chain

capping molecules with the shorter ones. The thiol group (-SH) of the EDT can

react with the sulfide surface, replacing its bond with the oleic acid functional

groups with disulfide bridges (-S-S-). Furthermore, the EDT can give a p-

type conductivity contributions to PbS nanoparticles [107,108]. Particularly, an

improvement in the interaction between the chalcogenides and the organic HTL

was expected to promote charge conduction. We determined this strategy to

be not so effective. Contrary to the EDT, TBAI gives a n-type contribute to

the chalcogenide nanoparticles [107,108]. This organic salt turned out to be more

effective in improving the solar cell parameters, increasing the efficiency and

making the cell building process safer for the operators. Similar benefits of

using TBAI as exchange agent have been observed also for bilayer solar cells

but without comparable efficiencies of BHJ cells.

Another source of issues for the proper functioning of the solar cell proto-

type is its complexity. The higher the number of materials involved for the

cell, the larger will be the number of interfaces and also the probability to have

defects on them. In fact each layer of material needs appropriate treatments

as thermal annealings or ligand exchanges. The architecture of the cell must

be studied also considering the order and type of material used not only based

on the affinity between energy levels but also on their chemical-physical char-

acteristics. Materials like Bi2S3, for example, cannot be treated at the same

high temperature needed for TiO2 or ZnO formation. So, in conclusion, the

high number of steps involved for the manufacturing of the device could be

partly responsible for its poor performance.
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Conclusions

Bismuth sulfide (Bi2S3) is considered a good candidate for applications

in third generation solar cells, especially in substitution of chemically similar

but toxic heavy metal chalcogenides. The main aim of this work has been to

explore the possibility to tune structural and morphological properties of this

material and its contribution to solar cell operation and development.

Surfactant-assisted colloidal synthesis has proved to be an effective method

for the production of bismuth sulfide nanoparticles with controlled size, shape

and with the possibility to disperse them into various solvents. The control

on size and colloidal stability have been revealed important for the subsequent

application in solution-processable devices. The use of hexamethyldisilathiane

(HMS) and elemental sulfur powder in oleylamine (OAm) solution, as chalco-

gen precursors, allowed to obtain pure nanocrystalline Bi2S3 with orthorhombic

lattice and variable colloidal stability. OAm acts on the kinetics of the reac-

tions involved, accelerating the synthesis and forcing the nanoparticles growth

along their [001] crystallographic direction. This property allowed us to vary

the morphology of the particles from spherical to rod shaped and ultrathin

nanowires. The wires displayed some morphological defects but could be an

ideal starting point for the development of crystalline ultrathin nanowires, that
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are expected to be energetically stable at room temperature by theoretical sim-

ulations [47]. Optical properties of each sample produced results comparable to

the literature, as demonstrated by UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy, and no

photoluminescence has been observed.

First attempts with a totally inorganic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar

cell based on Bi2S3 and mesoporous TiO2 did not give good results due to

their poor solar photoconversion efficiency and poor interaction between ma-

terials at their interfaces. Bilayer and BHJ architecture using P3HT as p-type

semiconductor allows to build a hybrid solar cell that gave better results, par-

ticularly when used in blend with the nanoparticles. The best efficiency value

has been obtained with a hybrid BHJ with aluminum doped zinc oxide and a

thin layer of Bi2S3 as ETL, a blend of Bi2S3 nanoparticles in P3HT as active

layer and P3HT as HTL; the electrodes were made of indium tin oxide on glass

support, for the directly illuminated area, and MoO3 and silver contact on the

opposite side. Bi2S3 appears to be, for its n-type nature and its effects on Voc

and Jsc of the cell, a good material as electron transport layer but not so good

for the active layer of the cell. Its inclination to trap holes into midgap states

but also to release photoexcited electrons are promising feature for solar cell

architectures.
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